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Dean’s Perspective
A philosophy of global relevance
Dear friends and colleagues,
Trading in 300 days of gray for 300 days of sunshine was simply a wonderful
bonus accompanying the exceptional opportunity to join Arizona State
University (ASU) as the dean of the Ira A. Fulton School of Engineering.
My move from Seattle and the University of Washington is one filled with
anticipation and a readiness to advance the Fulton School of Engineering
to the next stage in its evolution. I accepted the position as engineering
dean because I want to contribute to the success of ASU President Michael
Crow’s vision for the New American University – a nimble institution that
emphasizes excellence in education and knowledge creation, positive societal
impact and an accessible learning community.
Today, the increasing sophistication of our world beckons for future
engineers who can conceive relevant solutions to intricate issues such as
sustainability, human health and energy through multi-faceted training and an
ability to adapt. These same scholars also need to continue investigating the
wonders of Earth and space.

As the principal leader of the Fulton School, I will pursue how we can best
serve our communities as an educational and economic partner. I will also
actively support the research mission of the university by directing the new
Center for EcoGenomics at ASU’s Biodesign Institute.
My center’s research will focus on the use of microscale technology
innovation to solve mysteries about cell growth and death, which we hope
will lead to answers that will reveal crucial knowledge about diseases such as
cancer, heart disease and stroke.
As I approach the start of my formal tenure at ASU in January 2007, I am
excited about the prospect of being able to shape the delivery of engineering
education and continue my contribution as a technology innovator.
I look forward to working with you, as both educator and researcher.
Sincerely,

I come to ASU and the Fulton School with a commitment to teaching and
research and the complementary union of these pursuits, in the classroom,
in the laboratory and across disciplines to prepare aspiring engineers for a
complex, global community.

Arizona State University (ASU) is celebrating 50 years of engineering education and research. This golden anniversary is a significant milestone for the state of Arizona, the university and the Ira A. Fulton School of
Engineering. The accomplishments and initiatives of ASU’s engineering community and its alumni have established a national and international reputation for the school. We view the future of the Fulton School with great
anticipation, ready to embrace our role as a champion of transdisciplinary research, versatile curricula and societally relevant technology innovation.
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Engineering
Evolved

Year in Review

New Infrastructure
Research ready,
creature comfortable
“I didn’t know how nice research could be,” is one
comment Rick Martorano, Fulton School project
and facilities manager, has heard multiple times
about the newly constructed Interdisciplinary
Science and Technology Buildings (ISTB).
By design, the two buildings are both research and people friendly.
The $18 million, two-story, 66,000-square-foot ISTB 2 is equipped
“with easily accessible mechanical systems for fast and cost-effective
lab conversions, allowing them to respond to changes in the
university’s programming and research needs,” says Mohammad
Madjidi, the building’s project manager.
Flexible space is also a hallmark of ISTB 1, where “interior lab
structures are reflective of the newest lines of research, with large,
open lab spaces with support rooms off to the side,” says Martorano.
The $74 million-four-story, 180,000-square-foot design replaces
the old racetrack model, with offices surrounding a lab.
The result is a collaborative research atmosphere, says ISTB 1
project manager Steve Bernhart: “By having open labs, you don’t
have scientists separated, you have a scientist located in a general
open space so interaction and dialogue are possible.”
That is a favorite feature for biomaterials researcher and associate
professor Dr. Brent Vernon, a resident of ISTB 1. “There is more
communal space with collaborative equipment,” he says. Another
plus: “My office and lab are now on the same floor. Previously my
office and lab were not even in the same building, so I actually
moved my office into the lab. That made it harder to get work done,”
Vernon says.
This closer proximity of faculty to students encourages productivity,
says bioengineering assistant professor Dr. Jitendran Muthuswamy,
another ISTB 1 resident, as does the increased elbow room. “The
building has been a tremendous boost for morale and to our research
experience. We were in a really cramped space before, and now we
have just the kind of space we need,” he says.
The new facilities have largely done away with the noisy and
dungeon-like research experience. Comfort and livability were
high priority.

LEFT: Suspended enclaves in Interdisciplinary Science and Technology Building 2 provide researchers and students
separate, comfortable meeting space outside of the laboratory while allowing them to remain close to their work.

An Engineering “COO”
New operating officer
joins leadership team
A familiar face rejoins the school of engineering. Paul Johnson,
who recently served as ASU associate vice president of
research and economic affairs, was appointed as executive
dean of the Ira A. Fulton School of Engineering in May 2006.
This newly created position illustrates the school’s new
take on organizational strategy. Johnson, the equivalent to a
chief operations officer, is responsible for the execution and
oversight of the day-to-day administrative activities of the
Fulton School. Dean Deirdre Meldrum, as the academic leader
of the school, will have primary responsibility for strategic
planning, external and community relations, and management
when she formally joins the school in January 2007.
“Paul Johnson is an excellent choice for this vital position,” says
Dean Meldrum. “He will be a key member of the leadership
team who will keep us on track for becoming one of the
nation’s finest engineering schools.”
Johnson is no stranger to the inner workings of the Fulton
School. He joined the school as an associate professor of civil
and environmental engineering (CEE) in 1994 and reached
tenure as a full professor three years later. He was the assistant
chair for CEE graduate programs, a position he held from
2000-2003. He also served as associate dean for engineering
research from 2003-2004.
ISTB 2 has a shaded courtyard, large ceiling fans and misters. Residents can rest from their research labors in a second-floor lounge area,
while students and research associates can relax close to their work in the mezzanine’s private enclaves.
There is also a quieter, more civilized research environment at ISTB 2 thanks to a basement trench system, which distributes power,
hydraulics and water to labs on the main floor. And caged storage relegates little-used equipment to the basement, freeing up floor space.
Both structures were built to meet the Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) standards of the U.S. Green Building
Council, with ISTB 2 achieving a LEED Silver certification and ISTB 1 certification to follow. “The registration required that the building
be energy efficient, be constructed of environmentally friendly recyclable building materials where possible and required the use of native
arid plant material to reduce the use of water. The proper disposal of construction waste was also one of the criteria for achieving the LEED
certification,” says Madjidi.
LEED standards also require the buildings to be ENERGY STAR compliant, in everything from the roofs to storm water retention to smart
occupancy sensors that control the air conditioning system and room lighting.
“We are grateful to have these new state-of-the-art facilities, as they are essential to achieving our vision for the Fulton School,” says Fulton
School Executive Dean Paul Johnson. “Discovery, technology development, and transdisciplinary research are accelerated in buildings
designed to increase interactions and that allow for more dynamic research space allocation. We also credit these facilities with helping us to
successfully attract top students and faculty to the Fulton School.”

ABOVE: Interdisciplinary Science and Technology Buildings 1 (top) and 2 (bottom) are ASU’s latest investments in applied research. Comprising more than 240,000 square feet of space,
these facilities support bioengineering, structures, combustion, thermodynamics, fluid dynamics and geotechnical research. ISTB 1 Photos: ©james@steinkampphotography.com

ASU President Michael M. Crow says Johnson is particularly
well-suited for this role based on his expertise in research
and his understanding of the Fulton School community.
“Dean Meldrum will need a trusted colleague to maintain
the operational aspects of the school as it moves forward in
exploring new research opportunities, advancing new
learning methods and developing new industry and
government interactions.”
Johnson says he is very fortunate to have worked with
Vice President Jon Fink in the Office of the Vice President
for Research and Economic Affairs. “My understanding of
day-to-day university operations, President Crow’s exciting
vision for the New American University, and the incredible
level of investment being made in the Ira A. Fulton School
of Engineering has grown substantially. I will leverage this
knowledge and my contacts throughout ASU to aid our
incoming dean, Deirdre Meldrum, and our faculty and staff
in achieving the vision for the future of the Fulton School.”
Johnson is executing the role of interim dean until the arrival of Dean
Meldrum at the first of the year.
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Partnerships

with Purpose

School of Computing and Informatics
School of Materials
School of Earth and Space Exploration

Partnerships with Purpose
Complementary disciplines pair to create new schools
Cross disciplinary, transdisciplinary, interdisciplinary – all are terms heard around Arizona State
University quite a bit lately, but there is a purposeful walk behind the talk. This is evident in the
creation of three new schools: the School of Computing and Informatics (SCI), the School of Materials
(SOM), and the School of Earth and Space Exploration (SESE).
Recognizing that effective engineering education can no longer be isolated, the
Ira A. Fulton School of Engineering launched SCI this fall, and joins with the
College of Liberal Arts and Sciences to execute the SOM and SESE curricula
and research. The resulting programs carry the benefit of combined expertise
and intensely focused knowledge.

research, career and grant opportunities – for a singular, forward-looking
entity. “We are fast forwarding materials science. We’re trying to look at the
crystal ball and see what materials science will look like, which disciplines can
contribute to it, and we’re moving it along now, instead of waiting 10 or 15
years,” Mahajan says.

The mingling of engineering with other fields is taken for granted in the
real world, but it has long been segregated at the level of education. “We’re
making it possible for students to be strong in the fundamental core training
of engineering, but also for them to be able to develop their broader interests
across disciplines,” says Fulton School Dean Deirdre Meldrum.

The idea that “the whole will be better than the parts,” will be applied in
the collaboration with CLAS, says Mahajan. The school is equal parts Fulton
School and CLAS. Integrative courses, taught by faculty from a cross-section
of Fulton School and CLAS departments, like mechanical and electrical
engineering, physics and chemistry, will eliminate duplicate class offerings and
conflicting information from one school to the next.

“The mingling of

The Fulton School and CLAS join forces at SESE as well, converging
engineering with the earth and space sciences. SESE’s approach will be an
exploratory one, where astrophysics, geological sciences and other related
fields are studied with an eye on the importance of technology to science.

in the real world, but it has

Exemplary of this transdisciplinary approach is SCI. Currently the school
includes the Department of Computer Science and Engineering and the newly
created Department of Biomedical Informatics (BMI), in collaboration with
the University of Arizona (see p. 31), but for SCI Director Sethuraman “Panch”
Panchanathan, the school’s reach is without limits.
As Panchanathan explains, informatics is not merely applicable within
the context of engineering. Under his concept, the school will eventually
infuse informatics education throughout the university. “We believe that the
workforce today requires people with other discipline backgrounds to have a
knowledge of informatics, so it’s important to make sure any student in any
discipline is informatics literate,” Panchanathan says.
Informatics literacy is the ability to effectively gather, analyze and productively
use information. Such skills will be indispensable in an era where information
is plentiful, but not necessarily well-organized or credible, and of particular
importance to scientific and medical advancements.Yet people in every field,
not just the sciences, from law to business and education to fine arts can
benefit. And indeed, Panchanathan envisions the creation of new and varied
disciplines, all stemming from informatics: sustainability informatics, ecoinformatics, geo-informatics, cognitive informatics, and so on.
The study of materials is also not bound by engineering. Regardless of
discipline, “materials are the backbone of any advanced technological
contribution,” says SOM Director Subhash Mahajan. Materials study
encompasses the science and engineering of metals, ceramics, plastics and
other functional materials, and how they apply to the technologies important
to biomedical, energy and communications and other industries, including
microelectronics and nanotechnology.
Although historically coupled with the Department of Chemical Engineering
at ASU, there is enough impetus within the field of materials – enough

“One goal is a more informed stewardship. Observing stations located
in space provide valuable perspective on earth system processes,” says
SESE Director Kip Hodges, “improving our ability to monitor and predict
environmental change.”

engineering with other
fields is taken for granted
long been segregated at
the level of education.”

Society will no doubt benefit from this increased knowledge, says electrical
engineering professor Dr. Sayfe Kiaei, who was involved in SESE’s upstart.
Possible devices include wireless geo-sensors to better predict earthquakes
and tsunamis, and those that will enable wireless bacterial detection for
water supply, environmental applications and remote sensing. Such advances
will flow from an ever-logical pairing of science and engineering. “In real life,
science and engineering are the same,” he says.
Hodges agrees. “At our point in history, most of the great science being done
is in a carefully integrated way with high quality engineering,” he says. “If
science is going to move forward, we need scientists who will understand
engineering better, and vice versa. We could create a whole new generation of
graduates trained in engineering principles and in science principles.”
This sort of training, maintains Dean Meldrum, is precisely why the three new
schools are so important. “Each of these schools in its own right is its own
discipline and has its own strengths,” says Meldrum, adding that, collectively,
they will aid in realizing the Fulton School vision. “Part of the Fulton School’s
vision is that we’ll be leaders in globally relevant discovery. We’re training
engineers to develop solutions that have an impact on society.”

LEFT: The Ira A. Fulton School of Engineering’s Office of the Dean located on Mill Avenue in downtown Tempe, adjacent to the historic ASU Tempe campus.
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Excellent
‘Values’

By the Numbers

Rankings
U.S.NEWS & WORLD REPORT
Top 50 ranking for engineering
programs nationally1

47 of 185 graduate
programs ranked

39 of 105 undergraduate
programs ranked
Graduate Specialty Rankings

17 – Industrial
22 – Aerospace
23 – Environmental
24 – Bioengineering
29 – Electrical
31 – Mechanical
34 – Civil
35 – Materials (2006)
39 – Computer engineering
45 – Chemical
1

”America’s Best Graduate Schools 2007”
“American’s Best Colleges 2007”

LEFT: The Geoenvironmental Testing Laboratory in Interdisciplinary Science and Technology
Building 2 supports research regarding the mechanical properties of municipal solid waste
(household garbage) and microbiological enhancement of the physical properties of soil.
Civil and environmental engineering professor Dr. Ed Kavazanjian (right) is the faculty advisor
to Fulton Fellows Bogseong Seo (middle) and Cassandra Fowler (left).

Engineering Community
The Fulton School of Engineering honors the achievement, intellect and diversity of thought of its faculty, students and alumni. The school encourages the discovery of new knowledge
and skills through its collaborative research agenda, core engineering curriculum and value-added cross-disciplinary opportunities for students.

Research Expenditures
FY 2002-2006 EXPENDITURES

CAREER Awards

FY 2006 EXPENDITURES BY SOURCE OF FUNDS

Since 2000, Fulton School faculty members have earned more than
10 CAREER awards, exemplifying the promise of the school’s up and
coming researchers.
In 2006, computer science and engineering assistant professor Dr. Karamvir Chatha
received an award for his proposal to improve the communications structure of
microprocessor chips (see p. 31) and materials engineering assistant professor Dr. Cody
Friesen received an award for his research on ultra-thin metallic films (see p. 37).

National Academy of
Engineering members
Ronald Adrian
John Crittenden
Richard Farmer

student
demographics
African American
Hispanic
Native American
International
Women

Degrees Awarded
3%
10%
2%
18%
19%

honors students

Engineering students represented 15%
of all students attending Barrett, The
Honors College at ASU.

merit scholars

Engineering students represented 22
percent of first-time freshmen Merit
Scholars and 20 percent of total Merit
Scholars attending ASU.

scholarship
awards

358 students received a total of
$636,000 in private funds for meritbased scholarships.

2001-02

2002-03

2003-04

2004-05

Bruce Rittmann
John Rowell
Della Roy

Rustum Roy
Vijay Vittal

2005-06

Undergraduate degrees awarded

613

672

737

733

764

Graduate degrees awarded

385

480

579

407

408

Master’s
Doctoral

340
45

421
59

505
74

344
63

308
100

TOTAL

998

1,152

1,316

1,140

1,172

2001-02

2002-03

2003-04

2004-05

2005-06

Enrollment

Gerald Heydt
Subhash Mahajan
James Mayer

North

Midwest

South

West

6%

5%

82%

Undergraduate enrollment

4,655

4,790

4,716

4,524

4,541

Graduate enrollment

1,951

1,926

1,814

1,667

1,741

Master’s
Doctoral
Non-Degree

1,302
456
193

1,229
497
200

1,048
569
197

849
641
177

829
718
194

TOTAL

6,606

6,716

6,530

6,191

6,282

5%
International 2%

alumni
More than 27,000 Fulton School alumni are advancing
the fields of engineering and technology nationally and
around the world.
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Strategic
S c h o l a r s h ip

Fulton Investment

In 2003, Arizona State University’s
engineering school received an
endowment of $50 million and was
named the Ira A. Fulton School
of Engineering in honor of its
benefactor. The gift and Mr. Fulton’s
ongoing involvement continue to
reflect confidence in the school’s
accomplishments and its ability to
become one of the finest engineering
schools in the nation.
Ira A. Fulton is the founder and chief
executive officer of Fulton Homes.
Mr. and Mrs. Fulton are listed among
“The 50 Most Generous Philanthropists,”
as published annually by BusinessWeek.

LEFT: Fulton Fellow Channah Rock (left) is researching the molecular detection of pathogens in
biosolids for waste water treatment. Her faculty advisor, civil and environmental engineering
professor Dr. Morteza Abbaszadegan (right), is an expert in pathogen detection and identification
in the Phoenix metropolitan source water. He directs the National Science Foundation-funded Water
Quality Center at ASU, which focuses on applied health-related water microbiology.

B r i g h t Minds
Cultivating the future of engineering
Student-centric. Opportunity-enhancing. Entrepreneurial. Technology-rich. These elements are at the heart of
the Fulton Investment’s intent to move the school into the top ranks of engineering schools nationally. This year
resulted in an investment by the Fulton School of Engineering of more than $1.4 million in strategic programs,
new faculty leaders and computing infrastructure.

Seven key initiatives engaged students, attracted
faculty and promoted technology advancement.
Ira A. Fulton delivers high praise and words of wisdom to the class
of 2006 during the Fulton School of Engineering convocation
ceremony at Wells Fargo Arena in May 2006. Photo: Chappell
Graduation Images.

SMECA
The Science, Math and Engineering Competition
Award (SMECA) honors incoming undergraduate
students who participated in high school science,
math and engineering competitions and
demonstrated the capacity to become community,
industry and business leaders.
• Six recipients were awarded a minimum of
$3,000 in annual scholarships, renewable
up to five years.
• The six awardees were diversely represented
and earned a collective grade point average
of 3.6 during their first year of study.
FURI
The Fulton Undergraduate Research Initiative
(FURI) offers student-driven, financially supported
opportunities for undergraduates outside the
classroom. FURI encourages students to design a
research project, and with the guidance of a faculty
mentor, complete their research and present it at a
public symposium.
FURI students are introduced to applied research,
and learn how it fits into the professional life of an
engineer and why they need to share their research
findings with the public.
• Over 70 FURI and other faculty-supported student
projects were presented and more than 400
guests attended the FURI symposiums.

• Six students were funded to present their research
at international conferences.
• Among the 20 FURI students earning degrees
since the program’s inception, five students
enrolled in graduate engineering programs and
two are applying to medical school.

• Twenty-eight fellowships were awarded in the
program’s inaugural year, in both departmental
and interdisciplinary research.
• The first Fulton Fellows cohort comprised 31
percent women, 43 percent minorities and 93
percent domestic residents.

• Aided by the momentum of the Fulton Investment,
seven additional National Academy of Engineering
members are now represented among the
electrical engineering, materials, and
mechanical and aerospace engineering units.
• Twenty faculty members received mentorship
awards for participating in FURI.

I N N O VAT I O N S PA C E
Teams of four – comprised of one student each from
engineering, business, industrial design and graphic
design – research and create business plans, product
designs, brand identities and working prototypes of
products aimed to fulfill significant social needs while
minimizing impacts on the environment.

The Fulton Fellows initiative is projected to fund
more than 15 additional students in 2006-2007.
REAS SYMPOSIUM
The annual Research in Engineering and Applied
Science Symposium (REAS) is a common platform
for all engineering graduate students to showcase
innovative, advanced research in a public forum.

HIGH PERFORMANCE COMPUTING
The acceleration of discovery in engineering and
science is dependent upon available computing
capacity. At the Fulton School the High Performance
Computing Initiative (HPCI) is providing the school of
engineering and other ASU partners with that power.

• Eighteen engineering students participated in
the program.

• More than 270 graduate students attended the
symposium; 43 faculty participated.

• The HPCI, fully functional in fall 2005,
encompasses 12 clusters in its $2 million facility.

• Three industry partners, Proctor & Gamble,
Arizona Business Accelerator (AzBA) and ASU’s
Flexible Display Center, contributed $90,000 to
fund projects.

• Oral presentations were delivered by more than 25
students, and 15 technical papers were submitted.

• $22 million in research funds was expended
by more than 75 ASU faculty members on
computing services.

F U LT O N F E L L O W S
This program was created to appeal to the best and
brightest, enhance student diversity and encourage
interdisciplinary research. Scholarship dollars, faculty
mentors and career enrichment opportunities are
bundled together to produce robust fellowship
opportunities for graduate students.

Totally designed and managed by the Fulton
Graduate Student Association, this symposium
promotes leadership and professional development.

• Bob Brilon, CEO, Inplay Technologies, was the
keynote speaker.

I N T E L L E C T U A L L E A DERS
Teacher, research expert and mentor are just
some of the critical roles that faculty undertake.
Strengthening the stature and diversity of this
community is vital to the growth and competitiveness
of the Fulton School.

• Seventy individuals participated in highperformance computing courses and training.
• More than $1.5 million in research funds was
awarded to HPCI in the first year of operation.
• Saguaro, the main computing cluster, is utilized
to 90 percent of its capacity daily.

The Fulton Investment is managed by industrial engineering professor Dr. Norma Hubele, director of strategic initiatives. Norma Hubele can be contacted at hubele@asu.edu
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The Engineer’s
Influence

Signature Research

Shorter wait times in hospital ERs.
Compact and undetectable multiband antennas atop U.S. Military
Command and Control vehicles.
Energy-producing microorganisms.
Predictive equations for epileptic
seizures. Such accomplishments
represent just a sampling of research
achievements by professors in ASU’s
Ira A. Fulton School of Engineering
during 2005-2006. Their research
endeavors showcase the Fulton
School’s unparalleled commitment
to developing technological
solutions with real-world impact.

LEFT: Ensuring safe water supplies is vital to our communities and a top research focus for the
Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering. Postdoctoral student Young-Il Kim (left) and
master’s student K.C. Kruger (right) monitor a photobioreactor used to grow algae and study the
impact of organic matter released by the organism into water supplies.

Signature Research Themes
14

C o m m unications

14

C o m p uter and Information Systems

15

E x p l o ration and Discovery

16

H u m a n Health

18

N a n o t echnology

19

Te c h n ology Enhanced Lifestyles

20

S u s t a i nable Urban Engineering

Signature Research

Communications
Low profile antennas
On the tour of duty
Armed Forces convoys must operate with stealth
and remain as inconspicuous as possible in combat
environments. However, the forest of antennas atop
Command and Control vehicles has made them
look more like porcupines than integrated parts of
the landscape.
“The need was to integrate as many of the functions
being performed by multiple antennas into a single lowprofile package,” says electrical engineer Dr. Rodolfo
Diaz, director of the Material-Wave Interactions
Laboratory, who was charged with the task, making
it easier and safer for the U.S. Marines to operate in
hostile environments.
Over the life of the three-year, $580,000 grant from
the U.S. Military, which expired in 2006, Diaz and

electrical engineer Dr. James Aberle replaced the
8-foot whip antennas with a new technology: a single
antenna package so compact that it fits into a pizzabox profile – a square between 24 to 30 inches on the
side, by 2.5 inches thick. The visually undetectable
antenna unit operates over both the UHF and VHF
frequency bands, and is useful for all types of military
communications that require voice, video, data and
wireless transmissions.
Because different functions (line of sight communication,
satellite communication, GPS data transmissions) are
performed at different frequencies within these bands
– Diaz and Aberle, working with L3/Titan Aerospace,
had to devise a compact, multi-band antenna that would
allow for optimal efficiency on both bands.

To solve the additional issue of interference caused by
nearby structures, the team surrounded the antenna
with an artificial material, known as an Artificial
Magnetic Conductor (AMC), that protects the antenna
from the detuning effects of adjacent metal objects.
“Our computational design work is leading to
fabrication of a prototype by Titan,” says Diaz, who
believes the research could have spin-off commercial
applications, including more efficient antennas for
wireless communication over broadband networks.
Continued development of the AMC meta-materials
could also apply to the reduction of electromagnetic
interference in civilian applications.

ASU’s MaterialWave Interactions
Laboratory develops
antennas for
specialty applications.
Shown: Gaussian
beam antennas
coupled to a
whispering gallery
waveguide for
measuring the
properties of thin
dielectric materials.

Rodolfo Diaz can be contacted at rudydiaz@asu.edu

Computing and Information Systems
CBioC
Biomedical research at your ﬁngertips
With more than 1,000 new biomedical research papers published
daily, it is difficult for researchers to stay abreast of the most recent
discoveries.
But, thanks to computer science and engineering professor Dr. Chitta
Baral and a team of Fulton School researchers, the task got easier in
December 2005. They created Collaborative Bio Curation – known as
CBioC – a software program that culls through biomedical literature
and extracts potentially suitable information that researchers can use
in their own research.
Once it is installed, CBioC runs within the browser when a researcher
visits PubMed, the web-based central repository of biomedical papers.
When an article is selected, CBioC displays the relevant information
extracted from the paper, based on the search terms. These nuggets of
information can then be searched further from the CBioC interface.
Baral says this feature saves the researcher from wading through
hundreds or thousands of lengthy papers to find the relevant
information needed.
The software works like a focused search engine and collaboration
tool in one – a combination of Google and Wikipedia for the
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biomedical community. It allows researchers to view an article, rate
the relevance of the extracted information, or modify it. Over time, a
consensus from the multitude of users will keep the data updated and
more accurate.
Biomedical informatics professor Dr. Graciela Gonzalez, who designed
the current implementation and graphic interface for CBioC, says the
team is always searching for new groups of biologists who may benefit
from adapting CBioC to their research needs.
Since it was made available for free download (www.cbioc.org), users
have signed up from across the globe, including Japan, Australia and
Europe.
Gonzalez and Baral say they are eager to expand the usefulness of the
program, which will have tremendous benefits to ASU researchers and
their partners. They’re talking with ASU’s Biodesign Institute about
adapting the software to search for sugar and gene relationships, and
are also working with Phoenix-based TGen to explore its applications
for cancer research.
Chitta Baral can be contacted at cbaral@mainex1.asu.edu
Voting on extraction accuracy in CBioC: web-based PubMed access on top creates the
CBioC frame on the bottom.

Computing and Information Systems

continued

Virus detection
Stopping cyber attacks in their tracks
Bugs. Worms. Viruses. They’re everyday words that have taken on new meaning in
today’s information- and technology-dependent society. And they all relate to cyber
attacks on computer and network systems – attacks that pose significant threats to the
global marketplace.
Industrial engineering professor Dr. Nong Ye knows just how much defense, banking,
telecommunications, transportation and electrical power providers – as well as others
– depend on secure information architecture. That’s why she’s applying scientific
principles to the cyber attack phenomenon.
Prevention, detection, and reaction – the three methods of combating today’s cyber
attacks – unfortunately, offer limited protection and suffer performance efficiency.
Prevention and detection software often issues false alarms or misses attacks entirely,
failing to model an attack or system behavior adequately. And reaction methods, because
they are mostly manual, are too slow.

“I am working to develop a new approach to cyber-attack detection in order to enforce
the security and dependability of computer network systems,” states Ye. Her new tactic,
attack-norm separation, allows her to separate the characteristics of attack data and
normal-use data (data generated from text editing and web browsing activities). As a
result of this separation, detection software would have less overall data to process.
Ye’s ultimate goal is to build a mathematical model that can accurately detect attacks in
real-time.
“Attack-norm separation will raise detection accuracy,” says Ye. “It reduces the amount
of monitored data, increases relevance of data to attack detection, and makes protecting
a small amount of specific data, and thus attack detection systems, relatively easy.”
Ye indicates that software engineers cannot hope to build accurate detection solutions
until they scientifically understand the unique data characteristics of each attack and the
data characteristics of normal-use activity.
NongYe can be contacted at nongye@asu.edu

Exploration and D iscovery
“Our overall goal is to
help reduce operation and
maintenance costs of their
aging fleet and produce
advancements that can
be integrated into new
generations of aircraft.”

Sensing instrumentation
Discovering new ways to keep old aircraft flying
Corrosion, fatigue cracking and overload cracking are the treacherous enemies that
threaten the safety of aircraft as they become older and accumulate more and more flight
time. It’s a significant concern of the U.S. Department of Defense (DoD), and it has
now become a major focus for four Fulton School faculty members. The team has been
awarded up to $6 million over five years to help the military search out new and better
ways of monitoring the physical condition of aircraft.
This urgent need to discover comes to ASU in the form of the U.S. Department
of Defense Multidisciplinary University Research Initiative (MURI) program. The
award is part of the more than $150 million that the DoD is investing over five years
in university science and engineering research projects that it considers to be vital to
national defense.
MURI grant winners were selected after rigorous competition, forming a very elite
group of schools. The applicant field initially started with hundreds of proposals from
which 143 were selected for full proposals. Those full proposals were then thoroughly
evaluated by DoD technical expert teams. From there, just 30 proposals representing
20 universities were selected, with ASU being one of only eight schools to receive more
than one MURI award. ASU’s College of Liberal Arts and Sciences also received a
$2.6 million grant to develop inexpensive lasers based on a new family of silicon-based
semiconductors.

Mechanical and aerospace engineering professor
Dr. Aditi Chattopadhyay receives the prestigious MURI
award from Col. Jeffrey S.Turcotte, Commander and
Deputy Director of the Air Force Office of Scientific
Research in Arlington, Va.

The Air Force Office of Scientific Research, specifically, requested proposals that would
improve the ability to monitor the structural health of aircraft. While the Air Force
discovered eight concepts from participating universities that warranted development
into full proposals, only the Fulton School’s submission was awarded a MURI grant.
Dr. Aditi Chattopadhyay, Fulton School professor of mechanical and aerospace
engineering, is the principal investigator for the project. Co-principal investigators
include associate professors Douglas Cochran, an applied mathematician; Pedro
Peralta, a mechanical and aerospace engineer; and Antonia Papandreou-Suppappola,
an electrical engineer.

As a part of the project, the ASU team will also partner with colleagues at three other
institutions: Virginia Polytechnic Institute, Johns Hopkins University and University of
Southern California.
“The average service life of some key Air Force airframes is already more than 25 years,”
says Chattopadhyay. “Our overall goal is to help reduce operation and maintenance
costs of their aging fleet and produce advancements that can be integrated into new
generations of aircraft.”
She wants a clearer picture of everything – right down to the microscopic level
– from the overall structural stability of an aircraft to the effects of wear and tear
on aircraft materials.
The team will look to develop new sensing instrumentation and experiment with how
and where to install such devices on aircraft. They want to know how to effectively
connect various types of sensors into networks that can interoperate, providing a
comprehensive and integrated diagnosis.
Beyond that, the team will study ways to more effectively evaluate the information
communicated by sensing systems, which will provide a more certain basis for making
decisions about how to respond to aircraft damage and deterioration.
The end result, Chattopadhyay emphasizes, is to boost confidence in aircraft safety and
greatly reduce the probability of system failures.
As with many projects that are funded by the DoD, the resulting applications from such
research can be far-reaching. Aircraft are not the only things that age. Ships, buildings,
bridges – all have treacherous enemies of their own ... All of which may benefit from
what Chattopadhyay and her team discover.
Aditi Chattopadhyay can be contacted at aditi@asu.edu
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Human Health
Door-to-Doc

Improving access to healthcare: an engineer’s approach
During peak times, as many as one of six patients in a hospital emergency department
(ED) leaves before being treated. The reason: wait times up to 12 hours.
“Some people who walk away have actually had a heart attack; experienced
complications from their illness or injuries, and unfortunately, a few have died waiting
to receive care,” explains professor of industrial engineering Dr. Jeffery Cochran, who is
working with Phoenix-based Banner Health to improve those statistics. “Our overall aim
is to reduce patient risk, using a patient flow process called ‘Door-to-Doc’ that decreases
the time patients wait to see a physician to a target of 30 minutes.”
Cochran is applying systems engineering concepts to the Door-to-Doc program
developed by Banner Health, one of the largest not-for-profit health care systems in
the country. The collaboration is the result of a $600,000 grant from the Agency for
Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ) to produce a toolkit any hospital ED can use.
To accomplish that, the project uses eight Banner EDs as ‘living laboratories.’
“Whether you’re moving parts around inside a factory, or people around inside a
hospital, there are flow similarities,” explains Cochran, who uses data analysis and
systems modeling to also educate healthcare professionals about efficient processes.
“There is a unifying scientific theory – ‘queuing’ theory, which models how and why
lines form, how they grow and diminish, and how people perceive and react to them
– which works in systems in all industries.”
One strategy involves splitting patient flow by devoting part of the ED to patients with
less acute symptoms, and reserving acute ED beds for those who need them most.
Collaboration among health workers – working in parallel to perform their tasks – is
another key.
Positive results are already a reality. When Door-to-Doc was recently implemented in
a Banner hospital in June 2004, the percentage of patients seeing a physician within
30 minutes went from less than 25 percent to nearly 50 percent, with continued
improvement anticipated.
Jeffery Cochran can be contacted at j.cochran@asu.edu

“Our overall aim is to reduce patient
risk, using a patient flow process called
‘Door-to-Doc’ that decreases the time
patients wait to see a physician to a
target of 30 minutes.”
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The goal is not to stop the seizures
themselves, but to re-route the
brain’s electromagnetic activity
back to its normal state – before
the occurrence of a seizure.

Epilepsy in humans

Bioengineering professor Dr. Leon Iasemidis, along with ASU collaborators, partner universities and medical entities,
was among the first to prove that epileptic seizures are predictable.

Stopping seizures before they start

About one percent of the world’s population develops epileptic seizures in a lifetime, due
to genetic or acquired injuries to the brain. And another 1.1 million Americans suffer from
heart attacks – 40,000 of them fatal.
While they are very different medical events, both of these pathological crises are caused
by electrical and magnetic anomalies in the brain and heart.
Bioengineering professor Dr. Leon Iasemidis and electrical engineering professor
Dr. Kostas Tsakalis have found a mathematical link to these electrical malfunctions
that may make it possible to create brain pacemakers that issue warnings or
interventions before a seizure begins.
“We were the first group to prove that epileptic seizures are predictable,” explains
Iasemidis of the mathematical algorithms the team developed to help detect the
electromagnetic anomalies.
In the first phase of their research, the team analyzed changes in pre-recorded electrical
activities of diseased brains, using actual patient EEGs (brainwave tests). They discovered
that seizures always happened after a period of synchronized electromagnetic brain activity.

The team is creating devices that look for those specific electromagnetic
patterns, which, when identified, will send an alert to a brain pacemaker
(intelligent implanted deep-brain stimulator) that an episode will occur.
One patent has been awarded and seven are pending on these discoveries.
The goal, Iasemidis explains, is not to stop the seizures themselves, but
to re-route the brain’s electromagnetic activity back to its normal state
– before the occurrence of a seizure.
“We intend to widen the target of our research to include other similarly
devastating brain disorders like stroke and heart attacks. Parkinsonian
tremors and even sleep apnea could be effectively treated with similar
devices,” says Iasemidis.
Dr. David Treiman of Phoenix-based Barrow Neurological Institute is also
a member of the research team. The research is funded by the National
Institutes of Health, the Epilepsy Research Foundation of America and the
National Science Foundation.
Leon Iasemidis can be contacted at leon.iasemidis@asu.edu
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Nanotechnology
Nanoparticles in drinking water
More than meets the eye?
They’re so tiny, you don’t even know they’re there. But you could be
drinking them. They’re nanoparticles – manipulated atoms, molecules
and materials with sizes of less than 100 nanometers, which have special
electrical or chemical properties. And they’re used in 200-plus consumer
products today: stain-resistant clothing, sunscreens, air fresheners,
cosmetics, storage bags, pain relief cream.
While this emerging technology brings progressive products and scientific
advances to humanity – including use for drug delivery and treatment – little
is known about its impact on human health, the environment and ecosystems.
Environmental engineer Dr. Paul Westerhoff is conducting groundbreaking
research in an attempt to understand the impact of nanoparticles in water
supplies, transported there through various means, including manufacturing
processes, by disposal of consumer products, and even through the air.
Environmental engineer Dr. Paul Westerhoff (left) monitors a lab
experiment with graduate research associate Pedram Shafieian (right).
Westerhoff’s research primarily focuses on water issues in Arizona. His
research results have wide-ranging significance and application to other
areas of the U.S. and arid regions throughout the world.

“As society looks at nanotechnology, they need to balance its societal
benefits against potential consequences,” says Westerhoff, whose research
is funded by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). He’s working
with civil and environmental engineering professor John Crittenden and life

sciences professor John Capco to study the effectiveness of current water
treatment technologies in removing nanoparticles.
Their studies have revealed that a small percentage of nanoparticles could pass
through conventional water treatment plants, leading to their second research
emphasis: understanding the impact of nanoparticles in the human body.
In a laboratory setting, the team introduces nanoparticles to a cell culture
model – a layer of cells that replicate human cellular structure in the
intestines. “What we’re seeing is that a small amount of nanomaterials
make it through the intestinal cell lining and into the bloodstream,” says
Westerhoff. The next question to be answered, he explains, is ‘what is the
fate of having nanoparticles in the bloodstream?’
“I would argue that we should develop tests to determine nanomaterial
reactivity, fate and transport properties in water,” says Westerhoff of the tiny
materials that exhibit unique behaviors in water. “Let’s not wait five or 10
years before we find them ubiquitously in rivers.”
PaulWesterhoff can be contacted at p.westerhoff@asu.edu

Arizona Institute for Nano-Electronics
A collaborative future
The Arizona Institute for Nano-Electronics is led by electrical engineering professors Dr. Stephen Goodnick, AINE director; Dr. Michael Kozicki, director of the Center for
Nanoionics; Dr. Trevor Thornton, director of the Center for Biomolecular Integrated Circuits and the Center for Solid State Electronics Research; and Dr. Yong-Hang Zhang,
director of the Center for Nanophotonics.
With the creation of ASU’s Arizona Institute for Nano-Electronics (AINE) in December 2005, researchers
moved one step closer to supercomputers on a chip, implanted medical monitoring devices, neural prostheses,
self-aware and adaptive robots and autonomous surveillance systems.

Nanophotonics, which deals with the manipulation and emission of light using nano-scale materials, is expected
to bring advances such as high-efficiency solar cells and coolers for space applications, novel lasers for optical
interconnects in advanced computer technology, and biological and chemical sensing.

AINE’s goal is to advance ASU research interests in nano-electronics, a field of science in which individual atoms
and molecules are controlled to create tiny devices and computer chips that are thousands of times smaller than
current technologies.

Nanoionics, in which ions are controlled in nano-structures, will allow across-the-board advances ranging from
low-power memory for hand-held devices such as cell phones and PDAs to small, inexpensive medical implants.

Dr. Stephen Goodnick, AINE director and professor of electrical engineering, believes that collaboration with
three other ASU entities, Center for Solid State Electronics Research, Center for Solid State Sciences, and the
Biodesign Institute, will position AINE as a key player in national nanotechnology initiatives.
The institute’s transdisciplinary focus will encourage the merging of electronics and biology – in devices such as
microchip-based medical biosensors used for diabetes blood glucose monitoring and in nanorobotic drug delivery
devices. It also will provide a direct bridge between the semiconductor industry (used to make computer chips)
and the Biodesign Institute at ASU.
AINE includes the Center for Applied Nanoionics, the Center for Nanophotonics and the Center for Biomolecular
Integrated Circuits, with additional centers scheduled to come online by 2007.
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Biomolecular integrated circuits, which interface biology to silicon chips, could result in new sensors and
implantable devices, such as neural transmitters for the treatment of Parkinson’s disease.
“A main goal is partnering with the semiconductor industry, which has a strong base in the Phoenix metropolitan
area,” explains Goodnick. “We’re also interested in collaboration with emerging companies in the nanotechnology
field, the biotechnology field, and in intellectual property development and spin-offs from ASU-derived research.”
To date, AINE is meeting those goals and is collaborating with MetroLaser and the Department of Energy on high
efficiency solar cell research. AINE is also working with Electronic BioSciences to develop a chemical/biological
sensor for the Defense Advanced Research Project Agency that focuses on the integration of proteins and nanoengineered silicon chips.
Stephen Goodnick can be contacted at stephen.goodnick@asu.edu

Technology and Enhanced Li festyles
Temperature-sensitive polymers
When science gels with medicine

Blood flow to some cancer tissues can be
dangerous. Likewise, blood flowing through
defective vessels in some individuals can
result in aneurysms, increasing the chance of
rupturing and subsequent internal bleeding.
In such instances, it is imperative to create
blockages, known as vascular embolizations,
to stop the flow of blood to those areas.

To combat such medical conditions, physicians rely on injectable,
temperature-responsive materials that form into a gel, creating
artificial blockages in the bloodstream. However, many of these
materials, when under constant stress and temperature in the body,
begin to flow from the target region to other vessel regions, creating
potentially threatening blockages elsewhere. The same technology
has been used to deliver drugs to targeted areas of the body.
Bioengineering professor Dr. Brent Vernon is designing a
temperature-sensitive polymer that will allow for two types of
gelling to occur, resulting in a material that immediately gels when
injected, but that will solidify over time and help the gel stay in
place. Known as in situ-gelling materials, they will combine the
properties of physical and chemical gels.
“At body temperature, the polymers in physical gels precipitate out
of the injectable solution and entangle around each other, creating
a spaghetti-like mass,” explains Vernon. “Conversely, chemical gels

involve a chemical bond, or cross-link, between the polymers.You
can imagine, those materials that are both physical and chemical will
gel by entanglement and by cross-linking.” The end result will be
stronger, more effective gels.
Vernon’s challenge is to develop materials with a self-reactive
chemistry that, when in the body, react only with themselves – not
with protein or tissues.
Through funding from the National Institutes of Health and Arizona
Technology Enterprises, Vernon is working in conjunction with
Barrow Neurological Institute. He anticipates that the in situ gels
will open new doors to human health.
BrentVernon can be contacted at brent.vernon@asu.edu

Computational product design
Designing the ultimate golf ball
When ASU researchers were asked by Srixon, an international sports equipment
company, to study golf ball design, they felt it was the perfect opportunity to
showcase their research capabilities.

It’s all about turbulence. A golf ball’s behavior in flight is largely determined by
friction created from air flowing around the ball. Manipulation of that flow and
the resulting turbulence is the key factor to achieving greater distance.

Led by Dr. Kyle Squires, Fulton School professor of mechanical and aerospace
engineering, the team studies new techniques for computing aerodynamic
flow around spheres and other objects – typically related to aircraft design and
performance modeling for the U.S. Department of Defense.

ASU’s research in this field represents significant savings to sports manufacturers
who would no longer have to waste resources on prototype development.
Through computational product design, companies could test products in
virtual settings. The same financial benefits, they say, could be achieved by the
makers of aircraft, automobiles and other types of vehicles. Not only could these
corporations optimize aerodynamic configurations to enhance their products’
efficiencies, but they could also avoid building costly models. According to the
research team, the practical and commercial applications are endless.

Their charge by Srixon was to determine the characteristics required to create
a ball with maximum flight efficiency. To do so, they are employing numerical
simulations that help them understand how a golf ball’s dimple sizes, shapes and
patterns affect performance.
High-performance computing and 3-D visualization
provide a detailed view of isosurfaces and contours
of the instantaneous flow field around a golf ball
rotating at 2,400 rpm.

Through complicated computational fluid dynamics modeling and threedimensional projection capabilities provided by the university’s Decision
Theater, researchers are able to watch a golf ball’s behavior in a virtual setting.
Computer imaging provides an intricate view of air flow around a golf ball
and allows researchers to visually map and measure the patterns, velocity and
intensity of turbulence – even tracking how air moves over, into and out of
individual dimples on the ball.

Kyle Squires can be contacted at squires@asu.edu
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Tackling the urban heat island
ASU is home to the new National Center of Excellence (NCE) on Sustainable Materials and Renewable Technologies (SMART)
Its focus is to help find solutions for reducing the ever-increasing heat being generated by urban
settings – commonly known as “urban heat islands.”
Launched in April 2006, the NCE brings together industries and governmental agencies from around
the world, working with the university’s Fulton School, Global Institute of Sustainability, W. P. Carey
School of Business, and College of Design. Funded in part by the Environmental Protection Agency,
the program is also supported by government and industry sponsors.

“Rapid urbanization is going to require new materials and design solutions to make these more
intense urban environments safe, healthy and economically and socially sustainable,” says Jay Golden,
NCE director.
The center provides a place where community leaders can identify and be educated about the energy,
air quality, economic and quality of life impacts of the urban heat island, as well as the methodologies
available to mitigate their impact through the design of next-generation urban materials.

Current trends indicate that, over the next two generations, urban centers throughout the world will
collectively see a net growth of 80 million people annually. And with that growth will come more
cement, more energy consumption and more heat.

While cooling the urban jungle may sound like a formidable task, the NCE co-director and
Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering assistant professor Kamil Kaloush says that
current research is already revealing pavements that can beat back the heat.

Phoenix is the perfect working laboratory for such studies. Over the past several decades, its growth
has raised nighttime temperatures an average of about 12 degrees. This trend has also led to less
comfort, higher cooling bills, poorer air quality and potentially diminished health.

Kamil Kaloush can be contacted at kamil.kaloush@asu.edu

The National Center of Excellence (NCE) on SMART Innovations at ASU is helping to beat the rising average temperatures and extremes in growing urban areas by designing ‘cool’ pavements for roads. The NCE is creating materials that optimize thermal conductivity, heat storage capacity, density,
surface reflectivity, and the capacity to absorb and radiate energy. The NCE leverages the arid conditions of greater Phoenix to perform in situ pavement research in conjunction with local and state agencies.
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Modeling approach
Bringing sustainable principles to urban infrastructure

Arizona, Nevada, California, Colorado and
Utah are all hotbeds of urban growth. And
with those population booms comes the
need for new communities, each requiring
new urban infrastructure. Roads. Bridges.
Sewer systems. Water lines.

Fuel cell
Dr. Bruce Rittmann is putting a new spin on fuel cells – devices that traditionally use hydrogen
to produce energy. Instead of passing hydrogen over platinum-catalyzed electrodes to produce
electricity, he is creating fuel cells powered by living microorganisms.

In the past, little thought was given to the environmental impacts caused by
such urban infrastructure construction: ecosystem damage, pollution and
waste generation, natural resource depletion. And for municipalities with older
infrastructure, even less consideration was given to the lifecycle of materials
used or the resulting disturbances to society when those systems required
frequent rehabilitation.

“We need to think like the microorganism so we can move to the next level,” explains
Rittmann, a professor of civil and environmental engineering and director of the Center for
Environmental Biotechnology at ASU’s Biodesign Institute. Armed with that mindset, he
says, researchers can create optimal environments for the microorganisms, allowing them to
produce energy in the most useful form.

Dr. Samuel Ariaratnam, an associate professor in the Del E. Webb School of
Construction (DEWSC), is working to reverse that trend by applying the
principles of sustainability to urban infrastructure. He is developing a checklist
– a modeling approach – that can be used by municipalities as they undertake
infrastructure projects.

His fuel cell system, known as the microbial fuel cell (MFC), involves a process that converts
organic pollutants and renewable energy crops into electricity.

“Sustainability, as it relates to urban infrastructure development, represents a way to
minimize societal impacts in projects overall – from initial construction through the
whole lifecycle,” says Ariaratnam, principal investigator for the project.

Pioneering organic energy

“We’re taking the energy value in complex organic biomass and converting it into a very useful
energy form that society can use,” says Rittmann. In one chamber of the MFC, bacteria break
down the organic pollutant, which liberates electrons from the organics. The electrons flow
through an electrical circuit before they reach the second chamber of the MFC, where they are
transferred to oxygen to make water. The movement of the electrons from one chamber to the
other creates electricity.
The MFC produces a new source of energy called bioelectric power that eventually may help
replace fossil fuels as an energy source, powering cars and providing a clean, sustainable energy
source, using crop, animal or human waste.
Rittmann says many MFC fuel cells are now operating in the Biodesign lab. “We know it works.
With sufficient capital resources, we believe the technology could move to commercialization
within five years.”

He developed a preliminary survey to gauge the priorities of consulting engineers,
equipment/material suppliers, academia and municipalities regarding the
importance of sustainability. Using those responses, he is refining a three-part
model that will guide municipalities and contractors through a list of sustainability
considerations before beginning a project. The end result, Ariaratnam hopes, will be
guidelines that help cities choose the best materials and construction methods that
have the least impact economically, socially and environmentally.
The DEWSC model includes a lifecycle assessment phase, a life cost cycle analysis
and an environmental impact analysis. Over time and with education, Ariaratnam
hopes cities will use the model to demonstrate how they are incorporating
sustainable principles.
Samuel Ariaratnam can be contacted at samuel.ariaratnam@asu.edu

Joe Wang, professor of bioengineering and director of the Center for Bioelectronics and
Biosensors at ASU’s Biodesign Institute, is working with Rittmann to increase the rate at which
the MFC produces electricity.
Bruce Rittmann can be contacted at rittmann@asu.edu
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The Impact of
Intellect

Academic Units

Richard Farmer. Joe Wang. Cody Friesen.
Karamvir Chatha. Doug Montgomery.
They are among a handful of distinguished
faculty in the Ira A. Fulton School of
Engineering, honored last year for their
teaching, research and engineering
achievements. In collaboration with
ASU colleagues and other Fulton School
academic units, they have tackled
engineering topics destined to have lasting
impacts on society: electrical systems,
underwater explosives sensors, fuel
cells, microprocessor chips and quality
improvement processes.

LEFT: Bioengineering professor Dr. Ji Ping He (bottom left), director of the Center for Neural Interface Design at ASU’s
Biodesign Institute, and his colleagues are working to improve motor and cognitive functions for people with central
nervous system disease or injury through novel technologies and therapeutic interventions. Clockwise: Bioengineering
assistant professor Dr. Chris Buneo, graduate student Tao Kang, research scientist Dr. Chaolin Ma, and graduate
student Jing Fan are part of the center’s team.

Academic Units
24

H a r r i n gton Department of Bioengineering

26

D e p a r tment of Chemical Engineering

28

D e p a r tment of Civil and Environmental Engineering

30

S c h o o l of Computing and Informatics

32

D e l E . Webb School of Construction

34

D e p a r tment of Electrical Engineering

35

D e p a r tment of Industrial Engineering

36

S c h o o l of Materials

38

D e p a r tment of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering

Harrington Department
of Bioengineering
Department Chair: Metin Akay

Academic Units

Student Enrollment:
483 undergraduate

43 master’s

68 doctoral

Degrees Awarded:
77 undergraduate

20 master’s

3 doctoral

Total Research Expenditures: $ 5 M

(Interim)

2 0 0 5 - 2 0 0 6 New Faculty

20 0 5 - 2 0 0 6 N e w F a c u l t y

Metin Akay, Professor

Stephen Helms Tillery, Assistant Professor

Ph.D. in biomedical engineering, Rutgers University
Research interests: neural engineering and informatics,
biomedical informatics, biocomplexity from system to gene
Prior institution: Dartmouth College

Ph.D. in neuroscience, University of Minnesota
Research interests: control of movement, sensorimotor
integration, neural engineering
Prior institution: Syracuse VA Medical Center, Syracuse, NY

2 0 0 5 - 2 0 0 6 New Faculty

20 0 6 - 2 0 0 7 N e w F a c u l t y

Chris Buneo, Assistant Professor
Ph.D. in physiology, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis
Research interests: motor control, neurophysiology, neural prosthetics,
rehab engineering
Prior institution: California Institute of Technology

William Phillips, Lecturer
Ph.D. candidate, Arizona State University
Research interests: ultrasonics, medical imaging, neural engineering
Prior institution: Intel Corporation

Glycoscience
A gathering of sweet scientists at ASU

What role does sugar play in signaling or causing disease? What is its role in foodborne pathogens, bacterial
invasion and tumor growth? How does it impact the immune system?
In May 2006, more than a dozen international leaders came together for ASU’s Interdisciplinary and Translational Glycobiology Symposium to discuss research, novel
technologies and methodologies that will help scientists answer such questions.
According to Dr. Lokesh Joshi, bioengineering professor and director of the Center for Glycosciences and Technology in ASU’s Biodesign Institute, the importance and
study of sugars (glycoscience) was largely ignored in physiology and cell/organism biology until recently. “It is now becoming evident that sugars are not only crucial in
most biological processes – from fertilization and neural development to host-pathogen interactions in HIV-AIDS and influenza – they are also among the key regulators
of how cells communicate with each other and respond to external stimuli,” says Joshi.
DNA and proteins were thought to contain all the information necessary to define the complexity of life, but for the first time, explains Joshi, carbohydrate complexity is
being accepted as the third language of biology and chemistry. “Scientists now want to understand this sugar code of life,”
he says.
As a direct result of ASU’s symposium, The Biodesign Institute and Munich University, Germany, have committed to working together to understand the role of sugars,
through a formal partnership that began June 2006.
Lokesh Joshi can be contacted at lokesh.joshi@asu.edu
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Drug targeting
Improving brain cancer prognosis

Research being conducted by professor of bioengineering Dr. Michael Caplan may
someday help improve the prognosis of patients diagnosed with brain tumors.

Bioengineer Dr. Michael Caplan is improving cancer
diagnosis by creating early detection therapies for tumors.

“Prognosis for brain tumor patients is very poor,” explains Caplan,
who is working with Ph.D. candidate Elena Rosca on a project
to improve drug targeting, a process that delivers drugs directly
to targeted areas of the body. “By the time a primary tumor is
diagnosed, many secondary tumors have formed that are too
small to remove surgically, but will eventually kill the patient.”
Targeted drugs, he says, will be able to find these secondary
tumors and treat them directly or allow them to be detected
through imaging so that a surgeon can treat them locally.
Caplan and Rosca recently published a set of more than 100
mathematical equations that allowed them, for the first time,
to model and predict the behavior of targeted drugs designed
to attach to two different molecules on the surface of tumor
cells (receptors), rather than to a single type of receptor. Their

equations proved that the approach does improve targeting, but
only under certain conditions – underscoring the importance
of mathematical analysis in the engineering design of targeted
drug strategy.
“Targeting of drugs can lead to earlier diagnosis, improved
imaging, and more effective therapy for cancer and other
pathologies,” says Caplan, whose research was recognized by the
National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research as a “Novel
Modeling Analysis of Drug Targeting Strategy.” Caplan’s research
is performed in collaboration with the Translational Genomics
Research Institute, University of Arizona, and the University of
California at Los Angeles.
Michael Caplan can be contacted at michael.caplan@asu.edu

Brain implants Helping the blind see and the profoundly deaf hear
Imagine a brain implant device smart enough to maneuver around inside the
head, locating the most functional target area to do its work – whether the
task is deep brain stimulation therapy for Parkinson’s patients or powering
the robotic arm of a patient who has lost limb control.

In collaboration with Sandia National Laboratories, Muthuswamy is
developing microactuators and microprobes that can move within
the brain in an autonomous fashion, precisely repositioning themselves
when necessary.

Such a device – known as a moveable brain implant – is becoming more
realistic, thanks to the research of Fulton School’s Dr. Jit Muthuswamy, a
bioengineering professor working in ASU’s Neural Microsystems Laboratory.

“Prostheses for the retina and the cochlea – powered by brain implants – are
already raising exciting possibilities,” says Muthuswamy. “These technologies
are critically dependent on precisely sensing speciﬁc neurons of interest and
maintaining connectivity with those neurons during the patient’s life.”

Today, a variety of brain implants are used to sense electrical and chemical
activity from single neurons or ensembles of neurons in the brain. However,
they often fail to remain in a precise location due to natural tissue
movement, inflammation around the implant site, and drifting caused by the
devices’ positioning mechanisms.

The research, which will also enhance efﬁciency of deep brain stimulation
therapies for individuals suffering from Parkinson’s disease or seizures, is
funded by the National Institutes of Health, Whitaker Foundation and the
Arizona Biomedical Research Commission.

Jitendran Muthuswamy can be contacted at jit@asu.edu
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Department of Chemical
Engineering
Department Chair: Jerry Lin

Academic Units

Student Enrollment:
208 undergraduate

12 master’s

27 doctoral

Degrees Awarded:
32 undergraduate

6 master’s

2 doctoral

Total Research Expenditures: $ 4.04 M

(Interim)

2 0 0 6 - 2 0 0 7 New Faculty

Jean M. Andino, P.E.; Associate Professor;
civil and environmental engineering joint appointment
Ph.D. in chemical engineering, California Institute of Technology
Research interests: atmospheric chemistry, air pollution control
Prior institution: University of Florida

200 6 - 2 0 0 7 N e w F a c u l t y

Bryan D. Vogt, Assistant Professor
Ph.D. in chemical engineering, University of Massachusetts
Research interests: nanostructured materials, polymers,
supercritical fluids
Prior institution: National Institute of Standards and Technology

Protein identification
A brighter horizon for Parkinson’s patients

Individuals afflicted with Parkinson’s, Alzheimer’s and Huntington’s disease – and even diabetes
– might soon be looking forward to a brighter future.
With his atomic force microscope, chemical engineer Dr. Michael Sierks is looking
deep into the causes of such diseases. In Parkinson’s patients, many dopamineproducing neurons in the brain that control motor function die off, and the
remaining neurons are left with intracellular aggregates – “gunked-up proteins”
known as lewy bodies.
“Why these proteins are aggregating into lewy bodies instead of remaining as single
soluble proteins is the big question.” When the proteins aggregate, Sierks explains,
they can form highly toxic ‘oligomeric’ structures – assemblies containing from two
to 15 or more molecules.
Sierks is focusing his research on targeting the toxic oligomeric form of proteins.
Unlike the monomeric form – the single, functioning protein – the oligomeric
structure of many different proteins can cause cell death. “We have developed a
technique which allows us to isolate antibodies that recognize only the oligomeric
structures – not the monomeric form which may be essential for cell function, or
fibrillar forms that may not be toxic,” says Sierks.
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The ultimate goal, explains Sierks, is to develop novel therapeutics for the
treatment of Parkinson’s disease. “This work can be applied to other diseases
as well, since each involves a misfolding of proteins that affect the brain.”
Under the microscope, Sierks can distinguish between monomer, oligimer
and fibril proteins, gaining a better understanding of protein morphology.
He also can see the impact of antibodies he is testing, assessing whether
they block toxicity. “We measure toxicity by adding oligomeric protein to a
sample cell culture and seeing how many cells die,” explains Sierks.
His research is supported through a grant from the Arizona Biomedical
Research Commission and through the Michael J. Fox Foundation. Sierks
works in conjunction with Dr. Anne Messer in the Wadsworth Center of the
New York State Department of Health.
Michael Sierks can be contacted at sierks@asu.edu

Electrochemical sensors
Wang wins electrochemist of year award

Fulton School chemical engineer Dr. Joseph Wang joined the ranks of a very select few in
April 2006, when he earned his second American Chemical Society Award (ACS).
Named the 2006 recipient of the ACS Division of Analytical Chemistry - Cole Parmer
Award in Electrochemistry, Wang previously was the 1999 recipient of the ACS Award for
Chemical Instrumentation.
“It is very gratifying and a great honor to be recognized by one’s peers and the award
committee, as there are many other deserving candidates,” says Wang, who serves as
director of the Center for Bioelectronics and Biosensors in the Biodesign Institute at ASU,
and as a professor in both the Fulton School’s Department of Chemical Engineering and
in the chemistry department of the School of Life Sciences.
“This ACS award adds to many well-deserved honors that Joe has received in recognition
of his research excellence,” says George Poste, director of the Biodesign Institute. “Joe is
an international leader in electrochemistry, and his innovative research has contributed
greatly toward the advancement of biosensor technology, for purposes of human health
monitoring, environmental sensing and national security.”
Wang’s grasp of electrochemistry, a field that combines the intimate interplay between
electricity and chemistry, has led to his success in developing electrochemical sensing
devices that provide clinical and environmental monitoring, such as self-testing glucose
sensors for the management of diabetes, underwater explosives sensors and remote
sensors for toxic metals.
The sensors are small devices that provide real-time, on-site monitoring of metabolites
in the body or pollutants in rivers, for example. They often eliminate the need for sample
collection, preparation and laboratory analysis, obviating related errors and delays, and could
have vast impact on the future of clinical diagnostics and security surveillance.
“Joe Wang is one of the most creative scientists I have known in my technical life,” says
Subhash Mahajan, School of Materials director. “His understanding and intuition of
electrochemistry is so excellent that he can apply it to a multitude of technologies.”
ACS Award recipients are honored for advancing the field of electrochemical analysis
through their contributions to developing unique instrumentation, discovering
fundamental events or processes, and authoring important books and research papers that
have had a profound influence on the field.
JosephWang can be contacted at joseph.wang@asu.edu
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Department of Civil and
Environmental Engineering

Academic Units

Student Enrollment:
527 undergraduate

51 master’s

57 doctoral

Degrees Awarded:
75 undergraduate

31 master’s

8 doctoral

Total Research Expenditures: $ 3.475 M

Department Chair: Edward Kavazanjian ( I n t e r i m )
Graduate research associate Amir Bonakdar periodically measures the
length change of blended cement paste specimens exposed to sulfate
solutions. These measurements allow for the calibration of models to
simulate long-term performance of materials.

2 0 0 6 - 2 0 0 7 New Faculty

Soyoung Ahn, Assistant Professor
Ph.D. in civil and environmental engineering, University of California, Berkeley
Research interests: trafﬁc operations and control, intelligent transportation systems
Prior institution: Portland State University

Flyash project

2 0 0 6 - 2 0 0 7 New Faculty

Jean M. Andino, P.E.; Associate Professor;
chemical engineering joint appointment
Ph.D. in chemical engineering, California Institute of Technology
Research interests: atmospheric chemistry, air pollution control
Prior institution: University of Florida

2 0 0 6 - 2 0 0 7 New Faculty

Ram M. Pendyala, Professor
Ph.D. in civil and environmental engineering, University of California at Davis
Research interests: multimodal transportation planning, travel demand
forecasting, activity-travel behavior modeling, transportation policy analysis
Prior institution: University of South Florida, Tampa

2 0 0 5 - 2 0 0 6 New Faculty

Simon Washington, Professor
Ph.D. in civil engineering, University of California, Davis
Research interests: transportation safety, transportation planning,
statistical and econometric methods, travel behavior
Prior institution: University of Arizona

2 0 0 6 - 2 0 0 7 New Faculty

Eric Williams, Assistant Professor
Ph.D. in physics, State University of New York at Stony Brook
Research interests: industrial ecology, life cycle assessment,
technology, environment
Prior institution: Carnegie Mellon University

2 0 0 6 - 2 0 0 7 New Faculty

Claudia E. Zapata, Assistant professor
Ph.D. in geotechnical engineering, Arizona State University
Research interests: unsaturated soils, pavement performance due to
environmental factors, pavement and foundations design
Prior institution: Arizona State University
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Transforming waste into
durable concrete
As the most rapidly growing region in the
nation, the Southwestern United States has
a huge appetite for concrete, with an annual
demand of about 15 million cubic yards. To
produce this volume of material, approximately
3.5 million tons of Portland cement – a basic
ingredient in concrete – is needed.
While concrete brings communities, buildings and
infrastructure to life, its manufacturing process
is highly energy-intensive, releasing as much as
a ton of carbon dioxide contamination into the
atmosphere for every ton of cement produced.
Professors of The Materials Institute and civil and
environmental engineers Barzin Mobasher, Della
Roy and Sandwip Dey are proposing to industry
and government officials the increased use of
waste products, such as flyash, to reduce energy
consumption in the production of concrete.
Flyash, a byproduct of coal combustion at power
generation plants, has proven, in their studies,
to also improve durability and service-life, and
decrease manufacturing costs of concrete.
The team, working with Arizona-based energy
company, Salt River Project, is studying the
coal types used in power generation and the
effectiveness of the resulting flyash byproducts in
improving concrete durability.

“Different coal types produce different classes
of flyash, and we are in the process of rating
these flyash for their durability enhancement,”
says Mobasher. To do so, the team uses
ASU’s Structural Mechanics Laboratory to
test strength, fracture and crack growth in
the blended cements. They also complete
microstructural evaluation, using X-ray
diffraction and electron microscopy, and study
the detrimental effects of chemicals – such as deicing salts and sulfates – on the concrete, which
decrease the lifespan and structural integrity of
concrete over time.
The research team is focused on changing
current standards that regulate the amount of
flyash that can be used in concrete mixtures
locally. They work closely with the Arizona
Department of Transportation, Arizona Rock
Products Association and cement manufacturers
in rewriting many of the specifications. Their
research shows that increasing flyash use in
blended cement from just 20 to 30 percent will
save about $25 million statewide each year.
Barzin Mobasher can be contacted at barzin@asu.edu

“About 117 people
on average are
killed on the nation’s
roads each day”

Transportation program
Making superhighways safer

What is a state’s cost if helmet laws aren’t mandatory?
What are the medical costs associated with SUV rollover accidents?
These are difficult questions for which many states are
seeking answers. And for good reason. Motor vehicle
injuries and fatalities cost the United States about
$630 million per day, due to property damage, lost
productivity and wages, and medical costs.
“About 117 people on average are killed on the
nation’s roads each day,” explains Dr. Simon
Washington, professor in the transportation field. He
is studying the engineering and behavioral aspects of
the transportation system and its users – with a focus
on system risk and safety.
Along with ASU civil and environmental engineer Ida
van Schalkwyk, Washington is contributing research
findings to the federally funded Crash Outcome Data
Evaluation System (CODES) program. CODES tracks
victims of motor vehicle crashes from the crash scene

through the healthcare system to determine mortality,
injury severity and crash costs in the state of Arizona.
Washington and van Schalkwyk are responsible
for linking Arizona’s 130,000 motor vehicle crash
records to approximately 1.4 million hospital records
each year. To perform this complex task, they utilize
statistical methods, including probabilistic linkage and
imputation techniques.
A second primary research focus involves evaluating
real and perceived risk. Traffic and transportation
engineers, explains Washington, design roadways
based on the physical abilities and reaction times
of drivers and risk. Drivers’ perception of risk,
however, is influenced by how risk-averse they are,
their personalities, attitudes, vehicle performance
characteristics, and environmental factors.

“Without the ability to control important factors
such as drivers, weather and automobile size, it
is tricky to analyze the transportation system and
separate truths, false perceptions and random
chance,” says Washington, who has conducted safety
research for the Federal Highway Administration, the
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration,
the National Academies and various state departments
of transportation.
His research findings will influence future safety
investments in the nation, whether they be in
driver programs, roadway enhancements or
vehicle improvements.
SimonWashington can be contacted at simon.washington@asu.edu
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School of Computing
and Informatics

Academic Units

Student Enrollment:
941 undergraduate

146 master’s

149 doctoral

Degrees Awarded:
186 undergraduate

49 master’s

21 doctoral

Total Research Expenditures: $ 4.13 M

Director: Sethuraman Panchanathan
2 0 0 5 - 2 0 0 6 New Faculty

Su-Chuan (Grace) Chen, Assistant Professor
Ph.D. in statistics and operations research, Pennsylvania State University
Research interests: bioinformatics, statistics
Prior institution: Pennsylvania State University

2 0 0 5 - 2 0 0 6 New Faculty

Yi Chen, Assistant Professor

20 0 6 - 2 0 0 7 N e w F a c u l t y

William G. Johnson, Professor and Director, Center for Health
Information and Research
Ph.D. in economics, Rutgers University
Research interests: health economics, health informatics
Prior Affiliation: ASU’s W. P. Carey School of Business

200 6 - 2 0 0 7 N e w F a c u l t y

Pat Langley, Professor

Ph.D. in computer science, University of Pennsylvania
Research interests: database and data stream management for web and
scientiﬁc data, data integration
Prior institution: University of Pennsylvania

Ph.D. in psychology, Carnegie Mellon University
Research interests: cognitive systems, scientiﬁc informatics, knowledge
discovery, computational modeling in psychology, biology and ecology
Prior institution: Stanford University

2 0 0 6 - 2 0 0 7 New Faculty

200 5 - 2 0 0 6 N e w F a c u l t y

Yinong Chen, Lecturer

Joohyung Lee, Assistant Professor

Ph.D. in computer science, University of Karlsruhe, Germany
Research interests: service-oriented computing, embedded systems,
dependable computing
Prior institution: Wits University at Johannesburg

Ph.D. in computer science, University of Texas at Austin
Research interests: logic-based artiﬁcial intelligence
Prior institution: University of Texas at Austin

2 0 0 6 - 2 0 0 7 New Faculty

20 0 6 - 2 0 0 7 N e w F a c u l t y

Yu Chen, Lecturer

Aviral Shrivasrava, Assistant Professor

Ph.D. candidate, Arizona State University
Research interests: software process simulation, software product
lines, software metrics

Ph.D. in information and computer sciences, University of California, Irvine
Research interests: embedded systems, embedded processor architectures
and their compilers, low power high performance, robust computing systems
Prior institution: University of California, Irvine

2 0 0 6 - 2 0 0 7 New Faculty

200 5 - 2 0 0 6 N e w F a c u l t y

Toni Farley, Lecturer

Ph.D. candidate, Arizona State University
Research interests: graphs, algorithms and theory

2 0 0 5 - 2 0 0 6 New Faculty

Marco A. Janssen, Assistant Professor
Ph.D. in mathematics, Maastricht University, the Netherlands
Research interests: social simulation, collective action, robustness of
social-ecological systems
Prior institution: Indiana University
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Jieping Ye, Assistant Professor
Ph.D. in computer science and engineering, University of Minnesota–Twin Cities
Research interests: machine learning, data mining, bioinformatics
Prior institution: University of Minnesota –Twin Cities

New Department of Biomedical
Informatics established
A revolution in the healthcare industry

Revolutionizing medical diagnosis, treatment and prevention.
Answering President Bush’s call for electronic health records.
Establishing a national leadership position.

Dr. Karamvir Chatha received a CAREER
award for his proposal to improve
the communications infrastructure of
microprocessor chips.

System-on-chip
Fitting hundreds into a space now occupied by only two

It is among the most prestigious awards offered by the National Science
Foundation (NSF) – and Karamvir S. Chatha, assistant professor in the
Department of Computer Science and Engineering at ASU’s Ira A. Fulton
School of Engineering, is among the very few nationwide to be honored.
The NSF Faculty Early Career Development Program bestows CAREER awards to the most promising
young researchers in science and engineering who have also translated their work into significant
education activities.
For Chatha, the award brings a five-year, $400,000 grant to support his proposal for improving the
communications infrastructure of microprocessor chips. His Early Career Award is one of five NSF grants
given in the past four years to support research in which he is involved.
Considering the dramatic increases in performance and capability that his research will create, you’ll
know in an instant when the benefits of his work find their way into your computer, cell phone, television,
automobile, gaming terminals or other chip-driven devices. But you will have to look awfully hard.Today,
many of the chips within those devices have two to four processors. But Chatha is setting out to enable
hundreds of processors to be squeezed into the very same footprint – creating what is often referred to as
a “System-on-Chip (SoC).”
“This research is about answering questions such as, what does such a communication infrastructure
network look like?” Chatha explains. “How many of these processors can I use on a chip, and how
do I connect them together? How are the processors going to utilize the on-chip network for highperformance communication?”
“We want to be able to build computer-aided design tools to help the chip designer solve these design
problems,” he adds. “We are one of the leading groups in the country working on this problem.”
Chatha’s project includes an education plan that involves both graduate and undergraduate students in
various aspects of the research. He also plans to develop course projects and industry-focused curricula on
the subject, as well as leverage his research to attract graduate students.
Chatha has been an ASU faculty member since 2001, after earning a doctorate the same year in computer
science and engineering from the University of Cincinnati.

With that as just a sampling of its
agenda, the Department of Biomedical
Informatics (BMI), in collaboration
with University of Arizona, launched in
January 2006.
Today, the department, the country
and the global medical community
face a daunting healthcare information
challenge: the continually growing and
widely dispersed collections of data and
records from medical research, clinical
practice and patient care.
Informatics – the science of interfacing
with and effectively using large
amounts of data – will play a key role in
integrating massive amounts of healthcare
data and making it readily accessible.
ASU’s approach to informatics is unique,
blending the traditionally separate fields
of bioinformatics and medical informatics
into one. Doing so allows data to be
transformed into information. Into
answers. Into personalized cures.
For the general population, the field
of biomedical informatics translates to
doctors and their patients having access
to information about scientific research
discoveries and novel treatment options.
The end result: personalized medicine.
For instance, biomedical informatics
would make it possible for a physician
to search medical records and compare
a patient’s biopsy results for possible
matches with ongoing research protocols.
Easy access to computer-searchable
information would allow physicians to
personalize medical treatment based
on a patient’s unique genetic blueprint,
lifestyle, diet or biochemistry profile.

The concept of sharing information
across biological, computing and
information science fields represents
the inevitable future of medicine – a
future that will have positive impacts
on diagnosis, remote (telemedicine)
monitoring and drug discovery.
BMI is well-positioned to be at the
forefront of biomedical informatics
through its focus on personalized
medicine and its partnership strategy.
The ability to collaborate outside and
inside of the university embodies the
principles of ASU President Michael
Crow’s New American University,
where research and teaching occur
in transdisciplinary settings that
reward entrepreneurship, community
engagement and intellectual fusion.
BMI at ASU has already leveraged
relationships between academic
researchers, clinical practitioners
and regional healthcare providers.
Collaborations exist between Mayo
Clinic, TGen and University of Arizona
College of Medicine, as well as with
ASU partners, including the Biodesign
Institute, College of Liberal Arts and
Sciences, College of Nursing, School
of Life Sciences, Center for Health
Administration and Policy, and the
Center for Law, Science and Technology.
This research and academic study
marks the beginning of a revolution
in the healthcare industry. And ASU’s
Department of Biomedical Informatics is
poised to lead the charge.
Sethuraman Panchanathan can be contacted at panch@asu.edu

Karamvir Chatha can be contacted at karamvir.chatha@asu.edu
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Del E. Webb School
of Construction

Academic Units

Student Enrollment:
432 undergraduate

49 master’s

Degrees Awarded:
90 undergraduate

23 master’s

Total Research Expenditures: $ 1.182 M

Director: James Ernzen

Concrete industry management
Paving the way: new concrete industry management concentration

It’s an indisputable fact: where there’s construction, there’s concrete. And with the
construction industry expected to be the only goods-producing sector of the U.S.
economy to grow all the way through 2012, there will be a lot of concrete generated
in coming years.

In the future, CIM will offer courses in several specialty areas, such as readymix concrete production, precast and post-tensioned concrete, and concrete masonry
production. Plans also include the development of graduate courses and research in
concrete, and continuing education classes for professionals in the concrete industry.

Concrete blocks. Houses. Pools. Patios. Retaining walls. Parking lots. Kitchen
countertops. Roads/bridges. Commercial and retail buildings. Our built world is
surrounded by concrete. A staple in construction, concrete is the second most highly
used substance in the world.

“As the concrete industry moves into a global economy, embraces new technology
and grapples with sustainability in the built environment, it becomes increasingly
important to have highly skilled concrete industry professionals who can interact with
developers, engineers, architects and city planners,” says program manager
Joan Dandurand.

Recognizing that the need for skilled professionals in the concrete industry is greater
than ever, ASU’s Del E. Webb School of Construction (DEWSC) – with full funding
from the local concrete industry’s Southwest Patron’s Group – has created a new
Concrete Industry Management (CIM) concentration.

CIM prepares students for a broad range of concrete industry careers, ranging from
sales, operations and tech services to project and production management.
Luke Snell can be contacted at luke.snell@asu.edu

Initiated by the concrete industry in 1994 with Middle Tennessee State University,
the CIM program aimed to develop a workforce of broadly trained concrete
industry professionals, grounded in math and science and knowledgeable of concrete
technology. The program at DEWSC is the first expansion location to support
students and the industry needs of the growing Southwestern United States.
Despite its widespread use, the sale, production and distribution of concrete involves
complicated and evolving processes that rely on research, science, engineering and
supply chain business skills. The CIM concentration, launched at ASU in January
2006, is addressing those diverse skill sets. The curriculum includes general
studies requirements, business and engineering classes, construction management
coursework, concrete industry-related courses and two internships.
Microscopic view of cement hydration reveals how cement bonds with other
components to make concrete.
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Performance Based Studies
Research Group (PBSRG)
The truth behind the “you get what you pay for” motto

City of Peoria Rio Vista Community Park Phase 2 Project is a good example of high performance construction.

The Del E. Webb School of Construction’s Performance
Based Studies Research Group (PBSRG) has been proving,
for 12 years, that the lowest construction bid rarely results
in long-term project cost savings.
In fact, the industry’s price-based mentality often equates to
poor contractor performance, late projects, increased change
orders and the need for additional management supervision
– factors that are guaranteed to drive up costs. The PBSRG
group has, however, developed a revolutionary solution.
“Our whole effort is to help companies become more
efficient
and minimize the work they do,” explains Dr. Dean
Kashiwagi, PBSRG director. “We try to minimize decisionmaking and the amount of information that’s moving between
the owner, managers and contractors.”
Their answer is the Performance Information Procurement
System (PIPS) for contractor selection. The model helps owners
select contractors based on past performance and a project-risk
assessment plan that demonstrates the contractor’s ability to
complete the project on-time and on-budget.
Contractors earn ratings scores assigned by PBSRG, derived
from performance evaluations by past clients, through PBSRG
interviews, and through their risk assessment plans. The

information is entered into a “displaced ideal” decision-making
model and a linear matrix that minimizes subjectivity, as
contractor bids are presented to owners by number, not name.
“This is a pure outsourcing methodology,” explains Kashiwagi
of the system that places the onus of responsibility on the
contractor. “ It identifies contractors who can minimize risk,
then passes that risk on to them, therefore minimizing the need
for the owner to watch over them.”
To date, PIPS has been tested on 400-plus construction projects
representing $488 million. Its success can be measured by
owners’ reports of 98 percent on-time delivery, zero change
orders and an 80 percent reduction in management functions.
Since 2003, the PBSRG team has worked closely with the U.S.
Army Medical Command and will continue to track its 54
construction projects in 26 separate locations, totaling $82
million. All Army projects boast 100 percent on-time and onbudget ratings.

The industry’s price-based
mentality often equates to
poor contractor performance,
late projects, increased
change orders and the need
for additional management
supervision – factors that are
guaranteed to drive up costs.

“PIPS always creates an environment where the higher-skilled
firms have a competitive advantage – the exact opposite of
price-based bidding,” says Kashiwagi of the process that is
garnering international interest in the Netherlands, U.K.,
Malaysia and China.
Dean Kashiwagi can be contacted at dean.kashiwagi@asu.edu
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Department of
Electrical Engineering
Department Chair: Stephen Phillips
2 0 0 5 - 2 0 0 6 New Faculty

Junseok Chae, Assistant Professor
Ph.D. in electrical engineering and computer science, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor
Research interests: micro/nano-devices for biomedical applications,
micro/nano-fluidics
Prior institution: University of Michigan, Ann Arbor

2 0 0 6 - 2 0 0 7 New Faculty

Gennady Gildenblat, Motorola Professor of Electrical Engineering
Ph.D. in physics, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
Research interests: integrated circuit electronics, transport physics
Prior institution: Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute

2 0 0 5 - 2 0 0 6 New Faculty

Bahar Jalali-Farahani, Assistant Professor

Academic Units

Student Enrollment:
647 undergraduate

306 master’s

246 doctoral

Degrees Awarded:
123 undergraduate

89 master’s

41 doctoral

Total Research Expenditures: $ 13.497 M

Election to National
Academy of Engineering
“Just icing on the cake”
Throughout the world, there are only 2,402 engineers with
membership in the National Academy of Engineering (NAE).
In 2006, just 85 new members were elected nationally, with
ASU’s Ira A. Fulton School of Engineering faculty member,
Richard Farmer, being among them.
With the election, Farmer becomes the 11th Fulton School
scholar whose achievements have been recognized by the
NAE through membership. Additionally, he is the third
member of the Fulton School’s Department of Electrical
Engineering to be elected to the Academy, joining professors
Gerald Heydt and Vijay Vittal.

Ph.D. in Electrical Engineering, Ohio State University
Research interests: RF and mixed-signal IC design, design for reliability in
deep sub-micron CMOS
Prior institution: Ohio State University

Election to the NAE is one of the highest professional
distinctions accorded to an engineer, honoring those
who have made outstanding contributions to engineering
research, practice or education.

2 0 0 5 - 2 0 0 6 New Faculty

According to the NAE, the number of nominations for
election each year reaches into “the high hundreds,” with the
qualifications of each nominee carefully evaluated.

Gary O’Brien, Assistant Professor
Ph.D. in electrical engineering, University of Michigan
Research interests: micro electro-mechanical system (MEMS) sensors
and resonators
Prior institution: Freescale Semiconductor

2 0 0 5 - 2 0 0 6 New Faculty

Harvey Thornburg, Assistant Professor
Ph.D. in Electrical Engineering, Stanford University
Research interests: audio signal processing; multimodal human activity
analysis; data fusion
Prior institution: Stanford University

2 0 0 5 - 2 0 0 6 New Faculty

Hongbin Yu, Assistant Professor
Ph.D. in physics, University of Texas at Austin
Research interests: nano structures and devices
Prior institution: California Institute of Technology
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Farmer has more than 50 years of electrical power industry
experience and was a principal engineer with the Arizona
Public Service Co. (Arizona’s largest electric utility) for
nearly 30 years. In that time, he led technology projects
that improved the capacity, efficiency and reliability of
electrical power generation and transmission. Additionally,
Farmer co-authored a book on the application of series
capacitors in power systems and has written more than 35
industry papers, an indication of his international impact.
Dr. Vijay Vittal, Ira A. Fulton Chair in electrical engineering,
says that many of the techniques created by Farmer have
become industry-wide standards in the field of highvoltage energy systems. Vittal lauded Farmer as being “the
world’s foremost authority” on some of the methods and
technologies used by power utilities to detect, assess and
resolve problems within electrical systems.
Election to the NAE is just one of Farmer’s many honors.
Other awards of distinction include: IEEE (Institute
of Electrical and Electronics Engineers) Fellow; NSPE
(National Society of Professional Engineers) Arizona
Engineer of the Year; IEEE Power System Engineering

Distinguished Service Award; IEEE Third Millennium
Medal; IEEE Power System Dynamic Performance
Committee Distinguished Service Award; and IEEE Phoenix
Section Senior Engineer of the Year Award, 2004.
For the past 40 years, Farmer has shared his expertise in ASU
classrooms and research laboratories as a part-time faculty
member. His work with ASU students started in 1966, just
two years after earning his master’s degree from ASU in
electrical engineering.
He uses real-world problems being faced by the power
industry today as his teaching tools, along with the solutions
that have been devised to remedy them. “He brings a unique
perspective to the students,” says Gerald Heydt, a Regents’
Professor in electrical engineering.
Besides being a valuable mentor to students, Farmer is also
a tremendous resource for fellow faculty members and
the school. Heydt notes that Farmer’s extensive industry
contacts – from major executives in the power industry
to experts in various facets of electrical engineering –
have aided many of the department’s educational and
research efforts.
The election into the NAE is “a testament to his lifetime
of achievements in both the educational and industrial
components of the electric power field,” adds Stephen
Phillips, professor and department chair. “It contributes
significantly to the recognition, reputation and visibility of all
of the department’s programs.”
“Awards are nice,” says Farmer, reflecting on his
accomplishments and honors. “But it’s the joy of a rewarding
career that has the greatest meaning for me. It’s just the icing
on the cake.”
Richard Farmer can be contacted at aargf@asu.edu

Department of
Industrial Engineering

Student Enrollment:
168 undergraduate

67 master’s

84 doctoral

Degrees Awarded:
46 undergraduate

37 master’s

5 doctoral

Total Research Expenditures: $ 1.421 M

Department Chair: Ronald Askin
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Ronald Askin, Professor and Chair

Rong Pan, Assistant Professor

Ph.D. in industrial and systems engineering, Georgia Institute of Technology
Research interests: production planning, logistics, quality engineering,
decision analysis
Prior institution: University of Arizona

Regent’s
Professor
Statistics: the starting point
to anywhere
“Statistics is really a valuable part of solving many of the problems we face
in engineering and all the physical sciences in general,” says Fulton School
professor Dr. Douglas Montgomery.
His passion for statistics has taken him through a nearly
40-year career as an industrial engineering professor,
researcher and consultant. So great is his love of
statistics and industrial engineering that he has shared
his knowledge and expertise throughout much of the
Americas, Europe, the Far East and parts of Africa. His
mission: using the power of statistics to help people,
projects and programs succeed.
Montgomery’s statistical passion, his ability to share it,
and his willingness to help others, led to his selection
as one of this year’s six ASU Regents’ Professors.
The appointment – one of the highest the university
bestows on faculty – honors excellence in teaching,
exceptional achievements in research, and national and
international distinction in the honoree’s specific field.
Montgomery is a world-renowned author and
researcher in two different areas: statistics and industrial
engineering. Six of the 16 books he has written are
considered to be the premier texts in their fields.
“About 60 percent of the people in the world taking a
course (in industrial statistics) are studying from one
of his books,” says Gary Hogg, industrial engineering
professor and former department chair, who nominated

Montgomery for the Regents’ appointment. “From my
perspective, Dr. Montgomery is the epitome of what a
Regents’ Professor is supposed to be.”

Ph.D. in industrial engineering, Pennsylvania State University
Research interests: quality and reliability engineering, supply chain management
Prior institution: University of Texas at El Paso

The Shewhart Medal is an example of Montgomery’s
commitment to continuous quality improvement
and the Six Sigma methodology for eliminating
defects in company processes, for which he is an
internationally recognized expert. In addition to the
Shewhart Medal, the American Society for Quality
has recognized Montgomery with the William G.
Hunter Award, the Brumbaugh Award and the
Shewell Award (twice).
“Doug Montgomery is one of the great scholars in
whom fundamental insight, clarity of expression,
and enthusiasm coalesce to create an inspirational
educational experience for students and colleagues
alike,” says Dr. Ronald Askin, current chair of the
Department of Industrial Engineering.
“I see teaching as my main job,” admits
Montgomery. “It’s the way you keep yourself
thinking. Responding to all of the questions
students come up with and having to communicate
your ideas to students is always challenging.”

Also an active researcher who publishes eight to 10
research papers annually, Montgomery is focused on
two projects in collaboration with other universities:
one involving the development of new methods for
yield modeling and prediction in semiconductor
manufacturing, and the other, statistical monitoring
of profile data. “Many products are characterized
by profiles, or curves, and the research focuses on
developing methods for ensuring that the profile
for current production is not changing over time,”
explains Montgomery.

Montgomery teaches graduate- and Ph.D.-level
courses he has developed on the use of statistics in
engineering, including statistical and empirical model
building, and strategies for conducting engineering
experiments.

The 20-year ASU employee also has edited two journals,
has won numerous teaching awards and has mentored
four dozen doctoral students, for which he was named
the ASU Outstanding Doctoral Mentor in 2004.
Montgomery has earned almost every major honor in
his engineering specialty, including the Shewhart Medal,
which Hogg says, is “like the Nobel Prize” for industrial
statistics and quality engineering.

Throughout his ASU career, Montgomery has sought
ways to design more effective experiments, improve
quality-control and testing methods, and apply
statistical modeling to optimize manufacturing,
production and distribution systems.

“I look at this appointment as more of a team
award to be shared by the Department of Industrial
Engineering,” Montgomery explains. “What I’ve done
in my career has been achieved through collaborations
with a lot of other faculty members and colleagues.”

products. Montgomery’s research has drawn
prestigious sponsorships from the National Science
Foundation, U.S. Army and the Office of Naval
Research. And his consulting clients rank among the
Fortune100.
Even professional sports has benefited from his work.
As a member of the United States Golf Association’s
Technical Advisory Board, Montgomery applied
his statistical testing methodologies to help the
association evaluate prototypes for new golf clubs
and golf balls, ensuring they conform to standards for
professional competition.
If you make statistics your starting point, contends
Montgomery, it can take you almost anywhere. And
he’s living proof.
Douglas Montgomery can be contacted at doug.montgomery@asu.edu

“I see teaching
as my main job”

His work has been employed in many different
industries, including electronics and semiconductors,
biotechnology and medical devices, and consumer
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School of Materials

Academic Units

Student Enrollment:
75 undergraduate

25 master’s

44 doctoral

Degrees Awarded:
14 undergraduate

11 master’s

9 doctoral

Total Research Expenditures: $ 6.194 M

Director: Subhash Mahajan
2 0 0 6 - 2 0 0 7 New Faculty

Jian Li, Assistant Professor
Ph.D. in chemistry, University of Southern California
Research interests: materials development for organic semiconductor devices including
organic light emitting devices, organic photovoltaic and organic thin ﬁlm transistors
Prior institution: University of Southern California

A powerful equation
Reliably predicting the property of any material

The equations that mechanical engineers use to design bridges, the chemical engineer’s laws of thermodynamics, the equations
electrical engineers use for electronic devices … they appear to be quite different. But a physicist will tell you that they are all
connected because they are all ultimately derived from one equation.
School of Materials professor Dr. Mark van Schilfgaarde is one such physicist in hot pursuit of
that single equation, originally developed by Nobel prize winner Erwin Schrödinger.
“The Schrödinger equation is seemingly impossible to solve in itself, so researchers have, for
many years, tried to construct alternate equations that are approximations to the original
one,” says van Schilfgaarde.
The formula, when constructed, will help explain and improve everything known to man
– from the way materials are fabricated to the way scientists and engineers approach energyefficient automobile manufacturing. A solution to the equation will provide an understanding
of the physical properties of all materials.
Working with ASU materials professor Dr. Takao Kotani, van Schilfgaarde is building on the
work of past physicists. “The major accomplishment we made in 2004 was to adapt, in a
special way, an equation designed originally by Lars Hedin in 1965,” explains van Schilfgaarde.
“We believe Hedin’s equation, when constructed the way we propose, is a very good
approximation of the full Schrödinger equation being sought.”
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Using a computer program they created, the duo is testing their revised equation on many
compounds, including semiconductors, transition metals and their oxides, as well as rare
earth elements. “You give the computer information about a particular material – kinds of
atoms, how they are arranged geometrically – and the program calculates a property for you,”
says van Schilfgaarde.
“We believe our theory to be reliable, so it can be a valuable predictive tool that can guide
designers,” he adds. “It also sets ranges in expected behavior for current designs, so a designer
knows whether to keep trying or to do something new.”
van Schilfgaarde believes the applications are endless. Super-efficient solar cells, improved
carbon nanotube technology and thermoelectric devices that increase automobile efficiency
are just a few examples of the advances he believes are possible, using the equation as a guide.
Mark van Schilfgaarde can be contacted at vanschilfgaarde@asu.edu

Cody Friesen
Researcher of tiny technology wins sizable award

Materials engineering professor Dr. Cody Friesen
(B.S.E. ’00, materials science and engineering) was
awarded one of the U.S. government’s top honors,
receiving a 2006 National Science Foundation
(NSF) Early CAREER Award.
Presented to only 15 percent of a few thousand
applicants each year, the prestigious honor
recognizes exceptional junior faculty beginning
their careers. Friesen’s five-year, $500,000 award
will advance nanomechanics at ASU – the study
of mechanical operations in tiny technology (at
the molecular level). The grant also supports
three educational outreach projects designed to

introduce high school teachers and students to
the growing nanotechnology field. Among them
are a summer research experience for high school
students and development of nanotechnology
visualization software to inspire interest among the
“video game generation.”
Friesen will focus his research on ultra-thin
metallic films used in everything from computer
technology to window coatings and single-atomthick films used in fuel cell catalysts.
Cody Friesen can be contacted at cfriesen@asu.edu

Dr. Cody Friesen’s research also encompasses nanoscale development of catalysts, a potential solution to the use problem of hydrogen. In 2005, he was awarded a three-year
grant from the U.S. Department of Energy Hydrogen Program to support this work.

Magnetic fluxons
Computers that move at the speed of light

For decades, the complexity and speed of computers has advanced
so rapidly that consumers could scarcely keep up. However, that
pace may be reaching a threshold.
While the number of devices in computer chips continues to
increase each year, the speed has nearly reached its limit, says
ASU materials scientist Dr. Nathan Newman – simply because
of space limitations on microprocessor chips and the resulting
heat they generate.
“They can’t pack any more transistors into the same space and
get any more powerful, without melting parts of the circuit,” says
Newman. “Devices are now power-limited.”
Instead of creating high-speed computer circuits that use
semiconductors, Newman is investigating a novel technology
that uses magnetic fluxons – single magnetic units that make up a
magnetic field.
“Fluxons can be generated with very little power, transmitted at
the speed of light without losing energy and readily manipulated to
perform digital logic operations,” explains Newman. “The power
it takes to do an operation is 1,000 times smaller than with
semiconductor circuits and will therefore generate very little
heat. Currently, computers can operate at three gigabytes

per second. With this device,
they could operate at over 100
gigabytes per second.” One of
the challenges of this technology,
however, is that it has to operate
at ultra-low temperatures.
Another challenge has been
identifying the proper materials
that can work with this new fluxon circuitry. Newman, along with
post doctoral student, Lei Yu, has developed a simple and compact
device (100 devices make up a small circuit) that generates a
high voltage when emitting or absorbing a fluxon. The device is
assembled like a sandwich, with the middle “meat” layers comprised
of nitrogen and the refractory metal, tantalum.
Such advanced circuits will make next generation supercomputers
– known as petaflop computers – a reality. Applications for
such high-speed machines include processing and routing of
transcontinental telephone signals and military operations where
constant transmission of vast amounts of data is critical.

Materials scientist Dr. Nathan
Newman (top) and Dr. Lei Yu
(seated) inspect the fluxon
circuit element in ASU’s
microfabrication facility.

Newman, along with Yu, School of Materials professor John
Rowell, and Ted Van Duzer of Berkeley, were recently recognized
by the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers for
the best paper of the year in the IEEE Transactions on Applied
Superconductivity, which highlighted their studies of the Josephson
junction device model – the basis of their new fluxon circuit
designs. A joint patent between ASU and University of California,
Berkeley was issued last year for this concept.
Nathan Newman can be contacted at nathan.newman@asu.edu
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Department of Mechanical
and Aerospace Engineering
Department Chair: Kyle Squires

Academic Units

Student Enrollment:
1,047 undergraduate

85 master’s

43 doctoral

Degrees Awarded:
121 undergraduate

31 master’s

11 doctoral

Total Research Expenditures: $ 5.316 M

(Interim)

2 0 0 6 - 2 0 0 7 New Faculty

Mario Gomes, Lecturer

When polymers

Ph.D. in theoretical and applied mechanics, Cornell University
Research interests: biomechanics of locomotion, energy efﬁciency
Prior institution: Wells College

are used for drag
reduction in Navy
vessels, fuel
consumed by ships

2 0 0 6 - 2 0 0 7 New Faculty

Hanqing Jiang, Assistant Professor

moving through

Ph.D. in solid mechanics, Tsinghua University, Beijing, China
Research interests: multiscale materials modeling and simulations, mechanics of
flexible/stretchable electronics
Prior institute: University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

the water can be
reduced, and the
ship’s speed can be

2 0 0 6 - 2 0 0 7 New Faculty

increased.

Yabin Liao, Lecturer
Ph.D. candidate, Arizona State University
Research interests: acoustics and vibrations; solid mechanics and dynamics; modal
analysis; measurement system and signal processing; system dynamics and control

2 0 0 6 - 2 0 0 7 New Faculty

Michele Milano, Assistant Professor
Ph.D. in technical sciences, Swiss Federal Institute of Technology, Switzerland
Research interests: flow control, modeling, optimization
Prior Institution: California Institute of Technology

2 0 0 5 - 2 0 0 6 New Faculty

Jonathan D. Posner, Assistant Professor
Ph.D. in mechanical engineering, University of California, Irvine
Research interests: micro and nanofluidics, precision biology, optical
diagnostics and sensors, fuel cells
Prior institution: Stanford University

2 0 0 6 - 2 0 0 7 New Faculty

Marion Vance, Lecturer
Ph.D. candidate, Arizona State University
Research interests: computational fluid dynamics
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Mechanical engineering professor Dr. Ronald Adrian (left) and visiting professor Dr. Kyoungyoun Kim (right) of the
Korea Advanced Institute for Science Technology review optical apparatus used to investigate turbulent flow.

The Power of Polymers
Reducing drag in turbulent flow
Synthetic and organic compounds, known as polymers,
can have impressive money-saving potential for industries
that utilize liquid flow systems. Oil companies. Fire
departments. Maritime vessels.
Dilute suspensions of long-chained polymer molecules,
when added to liquid, significantly reduce drag as fluids
move. Polymer molecules are mixed with the oil flowing
through the trans-Alaska pipeline, for example. Their use
results in more than one billion dollars saved annually as a
consequence of decreased resistance in oil flow through
the pipe.
The effect – known as Toms’ Phenomenon – allows for
minute quantities of polymers (10 parts per million)
to cut turbulent drag in half, says ASU Department of
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering professor, Dr.
Ronald Adrian. “This reduction has been studied for half a
century, but has never been explained in terms of the basic
mechanics by which turbulent flow over surfaces
is modified.”

Adrian’s research over the past two years has tackled that
explanation, through high-resolution, high-performance
computer simulations performed in conjunction with
visiting ASU scholar Dr. Kyoungyoun Kim and researchers
at Washington University and the University of Florida.
“We use mathematical models that predict turbulent flow
in fluids modified by the polymers,” explains Adrian, whose
research is sponsored by the Office of Naval Research.
The U.S. Navy is interested in polymers because of their
potential – when added to the water surrounding a vessel
– to improve fuel performance and speed.
“Computer modeling also allows us to understand how the
creation of turbulent vortices – spinning columns of fluid
– can be altered and drag reduced. We have discovered
a new mechanism by which torques – twisting actions
– created by the polymers inherently oppose the rotation of
vortices, thereby reducing their strength.”
Ronald Adrian can be contacted at rjadrian@asu.edu

Ultrafine particles
Every breath you take
Thousands to millions of nanoscale ultrafine particles (UFP) are inhaled with each human
breath – originating from motor vehicle emissions, atmospheric compounds, chemical
processing and even cosmetics. Recent reports suggest that these tiny particles can travel
across cellular membranes and accumulate in the spleen, liver, kidney and brain – and they
are often associated with increased pulmonary and cardiovascular mortality.
Planar lipid bilayers manufactured in Dr. Jonathan Posner’s Precision Biology Lab may
provide the key to understanding the toxicology of these particles and the fluid mechanics
of their transport. Lipid bilayers are the shells of artificially produced, microscopic
spheres (liposomes) that are traditionally used to deliver vaccines, enzymes or drugs to the
body. The ASU-manufactured bilayers mimic human cellular membranes, providing insight
into the transport and absorption of UFPs in the body.
“Our platform enables delicate studies of transport across membranes only a few
nanometers thick,” says Posner, assistant professor of mechanical and aerospace
engineering. He believes the lipid bilayer platform generated from this research will also
improve future synthetic shells used for drug delivery.
To unveil such discoveries, Posner is collaborating with biochemistry professor Mark
Hayes and electrical engineering professors Trevor Thornton and Stephen Goodnick.
They are building a unique platform that merges silicon and lipid bilayers. A piece of
silicon with a hole in it – a nanopore – is covered by the lipid bilayer, allowing the team to
measure transport properties of UFPs and other materials.
Posner says the bilayer platform has far-reaching implications for humanity. They can be
used in biosensors to detect explosives and biological warfare agents; to test drinking
water and pharmaceutical drug interactions; and to detect biomarkers specific to disease.

ASU lidar deployment in
Western Australia near
alumina refinery,
July-August 2006.

ASU’s doppler lidar
Using lasers to investigate air pollution
Doppler lidars are fast becoming one of the most effective tools for the measurement of
local winds. ASU mechanical and aerospace engineer Dr. Ronald Calhoun has proven that the
devices, which use pulsed laser light to detect distant objects and determine their position,
velocity and other characteristics, are also useful in other ways.
During 2006, he transported ASU’s Doppler lidar to Wagerup, Western Australia, where he
spent one month investigating air pollution generated from a nearby alumina refinery.
In response to community complaints about odor and poor air quality, Calhoun,
in cooperation with the Western Australian Department of the Environment, is
investigating which of the plant’s pollution sources might be most strongly affecting the
community downwind.

Jonathan Posner can be contacted at jonathan.posner@asu.edu

“If the refinery knows which of its methods are the most harmful, they can adjust those
processes to affect positive change in the community,” says Calhoun. “The Doppler lidar has the
ability to measure – simultaneously – winds and aerosol levels.”
Calhoun is using the Doppler lidar to identify plumes of high particulates, which should
allow for evaluation of the atmospheric conditions and refinery emissions leading to large
downstream plumes.
Micrograph of silicon
nanopore device for the
measurement of
nanoparticle transport
through artificial cell
membranes. A lipid
membrane is suspended
across the aperture that
acts as an ideal platform for
transport studies.

“The lidar has been used to identify flow structures which could potentially influence
pollution levels in the atmosphere,” explains Calhoun, who will complete his studies in 2007,
along with Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering professor H. Joe Fernando.
“This suggests that a Doppler lidar may be useful for investigating meteorological events
causing pollution.”
Such understanding, says Calhoun, would also help scientists understand accidental or
deliberate aerosol releases – including terrorist releases of bioaerosols such as Anthrax.
Ronald Calhoun can be contacted at ronald.calhoun@asu.edu
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Building the
Future and
Celebrating
the Past

Development

Del E. Webb School of Construction
capital campaign coincides with
school’s 50th anniversary
January 2007 will mark two exciting milestones for ASU’s engineering school: its 50th birthday
and the launch of the Del E. Webb School of Construction (DEWSC) capital campaign to raise
$40 million toward a new facility.
“This a great time for a campaign to get underway as we celebrate the school’s anniversary and
look forward to its future,” says DEWSC director, Dr. James Ernzen. “Over the past two years,
we sought lead gifts for our programs that we anticipate will generate further support from the
community. With the ongoing efforts of the industry, alumni and friends, we’ll be on target to
raise capital money in 2007.”
Early financial support will help DEWSC leverage additional investments, ensuring its programs
produce a pipeline of innovative, articulate leaders for the growing construction industry.
With a projected increase of 40,000 new construction jobs in Arizona over the next 10 years,
these leaders are critical to meeting construction demands that focus on new technology, new
management methods and new materials, coupled with sustainability, resource conservation and
social responsibility.
Since DEWSC began the silent phase of its overall campaign, $9 million has been raised, bolstered
by $6.1 million in endowed major gifts.

Del E. Webb “Building Foundations” Campaign
ACADEMIC FACILITY & LABORATORY SPACE

$40 million

This 100,000-square-foot building will support growth of the student body from 480 to 1,000 students
and will include six classrooms dedicated to construction management courses taught at the bachelor’s,
master’s and doctoral levels. Faculty and staff offices, as well as student support space, will also be
housed in this building.
ENDOWED PROGRAM SUPPORT

$10 million

The Del E. Webb School of Construction is home to eight research and teaching centers committed to
partnering with the local construction industry and sharing research findings with local government,

A $1 million contribution by an anonymous alumnus to support a professorship in heavy
construction was the catalyst for additional lead gifts, including a $2 million endowed chair
from Sunstate Equipment Co.; $1 million from the local concrete industry through the
Southwest Patron’s Group; and $500,000 from Sundt Construction Inc. for an alternate
delivery systems professorship.
“We have been challenged by President Crow to grow the school to become the best in the
world,” says Ron Rodgers (B.S. ’77, construction management), campaign co-chair. “From my
own experience as a second generation contractor, I realize how much opportunity there is for
the construction industry to improve itself. What better place to gain that knowledge than from a
school dedicated to advancing the understanding of the construction process?”

businesses, contractors and communities. Through the school’s international academic partnerships and
industry collaborations, students gain real-world exposure to the rapidly evolving industry.

Honoring the past
While the capital campaign sets its sights on the future, one initiative spearheaded by alumnus S. Harry Robertson celebrates
the past. A business administration and mechanical technology major who graduated in 1956, Robertson created the Dr.
Lee P. Thompson endowed scholarship to honor the founding dean of ASU’s engineering college. The $100,000 endowed
scholarship is paired with an additional $10,000 gift for the creation of a bust to honor Thompson, which will be unveiled
during ASU’s International Engineers Week Feb. 22, 2007.
“We tend to run through life doing things and taking things for granted,” says Robertson, president and CEO of Robertson
Research Group Inc., a company that focuses on military aircraft fuel system research, design and development. “It so happens
that the things we take for granted, someone had to ﬁght hard for. Sometimes seeing something that reminds us of that
causes us to realize there’s a time in our lives for payback.” Robertson hopes the bust will elicit such sentiments.
“To get where we get in life, we don’t do it alone. My success in life was due – to a great extent – to Dr. Thompson and Dr.
Turnbow,” says Robertson, who also established an endowed scholarship honoring his favorite professor, James W. Turnbow.

Bust of Dr. Lee P. Thompson, founding
dean of ASU’s engineering school.

Relationships spur Fulton School success
Few institutions can achieve greatness without the support of others. Here, we highlight a handful of this year’s inspirational leaders and
partners who have helped advance the Ira A. Fulton School of Engineering to unparalleled levels of excellence. Their relationships with
ASU make new discoveries possible – discoveries that impact the community, the nation and the world.

Alumni donate time, talent, treasury
By anyone’s standards, Brian Currie, Tom Prescott and Steve Puthuff are Fulton School success stories –
hailed as some of the most respected leaders in the engineering field. But beyond their career successes, they
are also ambassadors for their communities and for the Fulton School, contributing generously to its success.
Because of their continued involvement and commitment to the success of the school of engineering, Currie and
Prescott each received a Fulton School Distinguished Achievement Award this year.

Insiders leave lasting impact
ASU’s exemplary alumni weren’t the only individuals to make an impact at the Fulton
School during 2006. Former Dean of the Fulton School Peter Crouch, recognized for
orchestrating interdisciplinary ventures among ASU schools and campuses and with
worldwide partners, is another individual whose fingerprints will forever remain a part of
the school’s fabric.

BRIAN CURRIE (B.S.E. ‘70, electrical engineering)

So great was Crouch’s impact that friends of the Fulton School established a $25,000
endowed fund in his honor. The Peter E. Crouch Excellence Fund will provide annual
scholarship support for a graduate student pursuing interdisciplinary research in
engineering, mathematics and/or education.

“My whole life changed because of being able to persevere and earn my degree,” says Currie, a now successful
semi-retired engineer-turned-businessman. “It was a difficult task and curriculum, but all worth doing.”
Donated stocks from Micro Linear Corp., a start-up for which Currie served as vice president of worldwide
sales, now provide perpetual scholarship assistance for engineering and business school students. Further
stock gifts have supported a series of entrepreneurial-based projects led by ASU’s engineering professors.

“I have always been a champion of interdisciplinary studies and am especially proud of
what I helped accomplish at the university in this vein,” says Crouch, now dean for the
University of Hawaii Manoa College of Engineering. “I believe that the impact of the
synergy and interplay between engineering and education is just in its infancy, so I
hope that this investment will continue to support the great advances that I expect will
be made.”

Currie’s humble beginnings as a grocery clerk – and his intimate familiarity with tuition struggles as an ASU
student – influenced his decision to gift multiple stocks to ASU.

Leveraging his contacts and years of business experience, Currie became an angel investor, and today utilizes
those relationships to garner external financial support for ASU-inspired entrepreneurial start-ups.

THOMAS M. PRESCOTT (B.S.E. ’80, civil engineering)

Prescott is thankful for the analytical orientation and technical foundation he gained from ASU as a student.
His degree, he feels, opened a world of opportunities in technology-intensive business, including general
management positions, executive roles and CEO titles at health and technology companies such as GE
Medical Systems, Nellcor and Cardiac Pathways. Today Prescott is president and CEO of Align Technology,
makers of the Invisalign teeth-straightening device that uses clear, removable appliances to correct
misaligned teeth.
“I give back to ASU because, in many ways, I got so much more out of the experience than I fully appreciated
at the time,” says Prescott, who holds lifetime membership in ASU’s Alumni Association. “I recall a time
when Dr. Louis Hill – then chairman of the Department of Civil Engineering – helped me with a scholarship
for tuition. All he asked for at the time was a commitment to support the school when I became financially
successful. I have tried to meet that commitment and expect to continue.”

STEVEN PUTHUFF (B.S.E. ‘63, electrical engineering)

Puthuff used his ASU training and experience as an engineer for IBM as the launching pad for 10
start-up communications ventures, taking four of them public and four through merger and
acquisition transactions.
The now-retired chairman of STEP Communications, a wireless communications company, was the Fulton
School’s commencement speaker in May 2006. “The one thing in our world today that is constant is change,”
he told graduates, stressing the powerful impact that the wireless world will bring to processing power, and
the influence that a world of miniaturization will have on society. “Be ready for change and prepare to make it
happen with passion and dedication,” he said.
In addition to contributing financially to the school since 1996, Puthuff has also served as chairman of ASU’s
Committee for Entrepreneurship in Silicon Valley. Giving back is just part of his character. Puthuff is the
recipient of the prestigious Priyadarshni Award of India, granted for his role in developing an education and
information system for millions of people in India and other parts of the world.

Industry leaders assist
underrepresented students
Many local corporations also displayed their generosity this year through participation in
the Fulton School’s Student Outreach and Retention Programs (SORP).
A university model for recruiting and retaining underrepresented students in engineering,
SORP spearheads a number of initiatives aimed at developing high levels of mathematics
and science literacy among K-12 students. The program also focuses on retention of
minority and women students enrolled in engineering at ASU.
Since 1993, Intel and Motorola have contributed a combined $790,000 in support
of SORP programs. The leading benefactors have been joined, over the past year, by
additional SORP partners including Honeywell, Medtronic, IBM, Raytheon, Arizona Public
Service, Boeing and General Dynamics, among others.
Their generosity, and SORP’s efforts, is proving fruitful. Ninety percent of grade school and
high school students who participate in the SORP-operated Math Engineering Science
Achievement Program (MESA) enroll in an institution of higher education. Moreover, ASU’s
enrollment rates for women and minorities have remained above the national average for
six straight years.
Additionally, ASU students participating in the Minority Engineering Program and the
Women in Applied Science and Engineering program boast freshman retention rates of
88 percent, 20 percentage points higher than the average engineering freshman student,
regardless of ethnicity or gender.
“Continued support of SORP programs will ensure that society is equipped with a diverse
and talented pool of the next generation of engineers – individuals with strong analytical
skills, ingenuity and creativity, communication skills and business savvy,” says SORP director
Dana Newell.
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Thank you...

Donor Honor Roll
Gifts to the Ira A. Fulton School of Engineering
July 1, 2005 through June 30, 2006
$1,000,000 and above
Mary Lou and Ira Fulton
Southwest Patrons-Concrete 		
Industry Management
Sunstate Equipment Co.
$500,000 to $999,999
Salt River Project
$250,000 to $499,000
Intel Corporation
Diane and Gary Tooker
$100,000 to $249,999
Beavers Charitable Trust
Kraft Foods Global, Inc.
Sundt Construction, Inc.
Tremco
$50,000 to $99,999
Autism Research Institute
Catholic Healthcare West
Angela Cesal-Shaulis
and Fred Shaulis
Fidelity Charitable Gift Fund
Freescale Semiconductor, Inc.
Honeywell International, Inc.
Intel Foundation
MediServe Information Systems
Ingeborg and Robert Melcher
Ophthalmic Research Associates
Philip Morris USA, Inc.
$25,000 to $49,999
ChevronTexaco Corporation
D.L. Withers Construction,L.C.
Ford Motor Company
Microsoft Corporation
National Instruments
Pulice Construction, Inc.
Salt River Materials Group
Sharp Laboratories of America
Symantec Corporation
Texas Instruments, Inc.
Weyerhaeuser Real Estate 		
Company
$5,000 to $24,999
APS Energy Services
Adolfson & Peterson
Construction

American Society of
Professional Estimators
American Subcontractors
Association of Arizona, Inc.
Arizona Department of Housing
Arizona Power Authority
Arizona Public Service
Company
Satyavathi and Vasudeva Atluri
Axon Technologies Corporation
BKM Technology Partners
Banner Health
Wylie Bearup
Bechtel Construction &
Foundation
Bio Phoenix, L.L.C.
Black & Veatch Corporation
The Boeing Company
Lois and J. Kent Butler
Carefx Corporation
Centennial Contractors
Enterprises, Inc.
Chanen Construction Company
City of Phoenix
Core Construction
Council for Homeopathic
Research & Education, Inc.
David Crawford
Susan and Brian Currie
DPR Construction, Inc.
Henk De Waard
Estate of Arlo Richardson
Exxon Mobil Corporation
Faithful & Gould, Inc.
The Fluor Foundation
Yaa -Yin Fong and Peter Crouch
General Dynamics
Gilbane Building Company
The Gordian Group, Inc.
Cynthia and Mark Hays
Honeywell Hometown
Solutions
Boulton and George Hulstrom
IBM Corporation
Image Stream Medical
Institute of Electrical &
Electronic Engineers
Janie Eslick Johnson Trust

Wende and Barton Katz
Kiewit Western Co.
Kinetic Systems, Inc.
Kitchell Contractors Inc.
of Arizona
Esther and Geza Kmetty
Maricopa Readymix, L.L.C.
McCarthy
Dennis Medeiros
NanoVoltaix, Inc.
Nesbitt Contracting Co., Inc.
Novell, Inc.
Opus West Corporation
The Orcutt/Winslow
Partnership
Vicki and John Panhuise
Richard Parker
Phoenix International
Raceway Corporation
Raytheon
Yvonne and Anthony Rojas
Della and Jeremy Roy
Renesas Technology
Corporation
Ricoh Innovations
Ryan Companies US, Inc.
SRC Education Alliance
Shea Homes, Inc.
Siemens Building
Technologies, Inc.
Stanley Group Charitable
Foundation
Suntec Concrete, Inc.
3D/International, Inc.
United Metal Products
University of Notre Dame
The Vinnell Foundation
The Weitz Company
John Wesley
Dorothy Zusman
Every effort has been made to ensure the
accuracy of this list. If an error or omission
has occurred, please contact the Development
Office in the Ira A. Fulton School of
Engineering at 480.965.9646 so that we
can correct our records.

LEFT: The Fulton Center on the ASU Tempe campus. Ira A. Fulton, founder and chief executive officer of Fulton Homes, with
his wife, Mary Lou Fulton (B.A. ‘74, elementary education) donated $100 million to ASU in December 2005. The contribution
supports, among others, the newly named Mary Lou Fulton College of Education and the ASU Foundation. The Fultons have
contributed more than $162 million to ASU since 2003, which includes the engineering school’s gift of $50 million.

Visit us online at: fulton.asu.edu

